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1 INTRODUCTION

The proliferation of advanced mobile devices opened up a new crowdsourcing avenue (spatial crowdsourcing), to harness the potential of the crowd to perform real-world tasks with a strong spatial nature, which are not supported by conventional crowdsourcing (CC) techniques. CC techniques [9] focus on transactions that are carried out entirely through the medium of the Internet. However, in the real-world crowdsourcing scenarios such as crowdsourcing disaster response [138] and news reporting [116], tasks are likely to have spatial requirements that cannot be fulfilled virtually and require physical on-location operations. Spatial crowdsourcing (SC) is a particular class of crowdsourcing; that deals with such spatial tasks.

The phrase “Spatial Crowdsourcing” was introduced in 2012 by Kazemi et al [61], though the technique was already in use for some years. The eBird project [99] is one of the earliest SC-based applications for collecting information about bird sightings from the bird-watching enthusiasts. SC is also referred in the literature by the following phrases: “Place-Centric Crowdsourcing” [21, 59, 114], “Location-based Crowdsourcing” [2, 7, 115], “Participatory Sensing” [10, 32, 40], “Mobile Crowdsourcing” [11, 125], and “Mobile Crowdsensing” [44, 122]. To elaborate, “Participatory Sensing” and “mobile crowdsensing” belong to a subset of SC, that involves utilization of smartphones of 1https://ebird.org
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users to collect the different sensor data of the smartphones at different locations. In general, a typical participatory sensing or mobile crowdsensing application does not harness the wisdom or knowledge of the crowd. However, SC offers avenues to utilize both the sensor information as well as the knowledge possessed by the humans. A participant’s skillset can be considered during recruitment for performing a given job or task. Furthermore, in SC, the human/participant effort is often associated with constraints such as spatiotemporal availabilities, capabilities, and rewards. Such limitations make human knowledge and common sense a valuable resource that should be carefully planned than in the case of mobile crowdsensing. Therefore, techniques for effective utilization of human knowledge are desired and developed, like task matching and subsequent scheduling of tasks agreed by the participant. For example, consider the SC application for collecting traffic information at different spots in the city, as described below.

Fig. 1. Spatial Crowdsourcing: Performing different traffic data collection tasks in the city

Spatial Crowdsourcing Example: Fig. 1 depicts an SC example of collecting traffic information at different points in the city, with the help of the crowd. The figure shows three participants with neighbourhood boundaries depicted by the black circles around the participant location, along with the different neighbouring tasks. The participants can only collect the traffic information at the task locations that lie in their neighbourhoods. The tasks involve harnessing the human knowledge to retrieve qualitative details, utilization of the sensors in the participant’s smartphone, or both. For instance, tasks A & E involve capturing pictures of the road at a particular time. Tasks B & C consist of estimating the volume of traffic that passes through that point in a 5-minute interval during a predefined period of the day. Tasks D & F requires inputs from participants to verify whether a traffic jam is typical during a particular time of the day at those task locations. The SC application attempts to match the participants with the tasks based on their availabilities and constraints. Moreover, the SC application offers to schedule the tasks that are agreed by the participant.

Typically, the tasks involved in SC require movement of the contributor or worker to the tasks’ locations, to perform the task. The task’s requester would specify the task’s location along with the necessary details like task completion deadlines, task descriptions, associated rewards, skills, and reputation expected from the worker. SC has the potential for collecting information for a broad range of applications in domains like environmental data collection (NoiseTube platform [98]), transportation (Uber\textsuperscript{2}), journalism [69, 70], and business intelligence (Gigwalk\textsuperscript{3} and TaskRabbit\textsuperscript{4}). In addition to the data collection and query answering tasks, SC can be extended to service complex spatial tasks like employing a set of workers with diverse skills to renovate the house, hiring workers to perform household chores, etc.

\textsuperscript{2}https://www.uber.com
\textsuperscript{3}http://www.gigwalk.com/
\textsuperscript{4}https://www.taskrabbit.com/
Recently, research on SC has gained momentum; consequently, many techniques are proposed for various application scenarios. Therefore, compiling and organizing the existing research regarding SC will be beneficial for researchers to gain a comprehensive view of current research and potential directions for future studies. Although there exist surveys of conventional crowdsourcing like \[20, 71, 80, 128\], none of them delves into the topic of SC in detail. Recently, a short article \[134\] briefly discussed the current state and existing challenges. However, \[134\] does not offer a technical perspective and a comparison between the existing strategies in SC. Similarly, a tutorial reviewing the current state of SC research was published in August 2017 \[109\]. In comparison, our survey additionally offers a comprehensive analysis of the relationships between different types of constraints and compares different optimization problems in detail and highlight the limitations. Furthermore, our survey classifies the spatial tasks, and discusses the truth inference models and data aggregation methods in SC. Similarly, the survey \[41\] presents an overview of existing applications on crowdsensing until mid-2011. It does not address technical details such as task matching, assignment, and scheduling which are crucial for SC data management. Recently, the survey \[90\] has summarized the main aspects of Quality of Information (QoI) in mobile crowdsensing. However, the survey only deals with the estimation methods of QoI present in the current mobile crowdsensing literature. The present paper provides all these contributions and aims to improve the reviews above by performing a comprehensive review of SC by surveying the research done in the area until May 2018. This paper mainly focuses on the techniques and their comparisons along with the applications pertaining specifically to SC. We provided an overview of the different problems in SC as well as how different constraints of SC impact each other. This paper summarizes all the major aspects of SC, however it does not delve into the security and privacy aspects in detail like the survey \[37\] which focuses only on the security, privacy and trust aspects of mobile crowdsourcing.

This paper is organized into different sections as shown in Fig. 2. Section 2: Spatial Crowdsourcing Infrastructure describes in detail the unique features of SC relative to CC concerning the building blocks of crowdsourcing. Section 3: Classification introduces our taxonomy for organizing the existing literature into different broad categories based on various criteria like types of spatial tasks, task publishing modes, type of optimization problems, addressed constraints, privacy protection techniques, data aggregation techniques, and type of applications. As can be seen in Fig. 2, the part on classification contains the majority of the material in the paper and would have led to deep nesting in its hierarchy. To improve the readability, we have instead decided to flatten the hierarchy by discussing the prominent sub-categories in separate sections.

Accordingly, the two types of problems in SC are discussed in Section 4: Task Matching Problem and Section 5: Task Scheduling Problem, respectively. Constraints that affect the setting of such problems
are discussed in Section 6: Spatial Constraints, Section 7: Quality Constraints, and Section 8: Budget Constraints, respectively. Additionally, a comparison is performed between different techniques of SC and the limitations are identified, based on the association among various constraints. Section 9 details the different privacy protection techniques and the impact of privacy protection on task matching problems. Section 10 describes the data aggregation techniques that are commonly employed for truth detection in SC. Section 11: Applications details three common types of SC applications. The challenges/issues posed in the reviewed SC literature are discussed in Section 12: Discussion. Finally, in Section 13: Future Research Directions and Section 14: Summary, we provide potential research directions and the summary.

2 SPATIAL CROWDSOURCING INFRASTRUCTURE

Spatial crowdsourcing infrastructure comprises of four major components: requester, spatial task, worker, and SC server as shown in Fig. 3. This section discusses each SC infrastructure component in detail and outlines the differences concerning the core components in both CC [49] and SC [61] systems.

Fig. 3. Spatial Crowdsourcing Workflow Scenario

2.1 Requester

A requester is a real-world entity like a person or an organization that requests for a particular spatial task to be completed by the crowd at a specific location (see Fig. 3). Similar to the CC, the requester is the initiating point in the SC process. A requester designs the task and sets the conditions that need to be satisfied for performing the task. The requester has certain responsibilities such as accepting the answers provided or data collected by the crowd and giving them feedback [14]. The role of the requester is the same in SC and CC, except for the geospatial knowledge required while specifying the spatial tasks and the responsibility to respect the privacy of the worker by not exploiting the worker’s task location visit information.

2.2 Worker

A worker is a person that participates in the process of SC, with an objective to perform the assigned/selected spatial task. Though “worker” is a commonly used term to refer these contributors, we use the nomenclature of referring worker as worker, to be in line with the phrase “requester”.\(^5\)

\(^5\)Temporal constraints are minor issues in the context of SC, and are not discussed in detail.
The main difference between the features of the worker mentioned in the CC system and the SC is the motivation to **physically move** to a particular geographical location to perform a spatial task. **Worker Definition:** There were different definitions mentioned in the literature for a worker $W$, like:

$$W = < l, R, maxT, Re, E, \theta >$$ (1)

Most of the definitions essentially had the following basic and optional attributes:

**Basic attributes** [61]
- Current physical location of the worker $l$
- Region of interest $R$
- Maximum number of tasks $maxT$

**Optional attributes:**
- Expected reward $Re$ [27]
- Skillset $E$ [27]
- Worker’s reputation score calculated by SC-server $\theta$ [62]

### 2.3 Spatial task

As discussed earlier, a spatial task is fundamentally different from the CC task due to the condition that the worker should be physically present at the task’s location. A spatial task is requested by the requester and is fulfilled by the worker. It is a location-specific activity like answering a question about a local restaurant, taking pictures of a local tourist spot, or collecting noise pollution data. Moreover, a SC task will be defined by the requester with a set of requirements for assigning or allowing a person from the crowd to work on the task. The requirements might include the minimum level of skills required to fulfil a task, the number of answers needed, the expertise of the user, the deadline before which the task needs to be completed, and their experience in solving similar tasks.

**Spatial Task Definition:** There were different definitions mentioned in the literature for a spatial task $t$, like:

$$t = < l, q, ti_i, ti_e, r, \alpha, E, Cat >$$ (2)

Most of the definitions essentially had the following basic and optional attributes:

**Basic attributes** [61]
- Physical location of the task $l$
- Query description $q$
- Issuing time $ti_i$
- Expiration time $ti_e$

**Optional attributes:**
- Associated reward $r$ [27]
- Minimum threshold for worker’s reputation $\alpha$ [62]
- Expected worker’s skillset $E$ [15]
- Type/category of task $Cat$ [47]
- **Maximum number of workers $maxW$** [132]

### 2.4 Spatial Crowdsourcing Server

Through the SC-server, the requester requests a task to be performed by the crowd, the workers register to be assigned or select the tasks. It delegates the communication between the requester and the worker of the spatial task, facilitates the process to satisfy the task requirements, assigns tasks
to workers based on location, helps improving the quality of the outcome by executing different strategies, identifies the anomalies and detects fraudulent responses, and protects the privacy of the involved stakeholders. Furthermore, there are additional functionalities for SC related to communication between different stakeholders.

**Communication between different stakeholders**: SC-server enables the broadcast of information between the requesters who request tasks and the crowd [14, 49]. According to [49], there are four major features for a CC platform: “Crowd-related interactions”, “Requester-related interactions”, “Task-related interactions”, and “Platform-related facilities”. This categorization is relevant for the SC paradigm as well. In addition to the features mentioned before in [49], some additional features need to be adapted in the case of SC. The adaptations are:

a. For the Crowd
   - The power to disclose or hide their locations to the SC-server.
   - Ability to select tasks that need to be performed near their location.
   - Ability to specify a spatial region in which they wish to work, i.e., the geographical extent they can travel for performing a spatial task.
   - Ability to provide location privacy-protection of workers.
   - Ability to reject assigned tasks.

b. For Requested Tasks
   - Determining the maximum acceptable distance of the workers who are in the near vicinity of the task.
   - Defining the geographical location where the requested task needs to be performed.
   - Ability to hide the location where the task needs to be performed or only to be shown to workers who accepted or selected the task.

**Spatial Task Lifecycle**: Fig. 3 illustrates the lifecycle of a typical SC task. The lifecycle of a spatial task begins with the requester requesting the SC-server to facilitate the fulfilment of specified spatial tasks (Step 1 of Fig. 3). The SC-server publishes the requested tasks actively by pushing them to selected workers or passively by publishing them as a list from which the workers can choose based on their interests (Steps 2 & 3 of Fig. 3). The worker performs the assigned/chosen task and responds to the SC-server with the collected information/answer for the task query (Steps 5 & 6 of Fig. 3). The SC-server processes/aggregates the responses from workers and delegates them to the requesters (Steps 7 & 8 of Fig. 3). The requesters validate the task responses and provide feedback regarding the quality of the task response (Step 9 of Fig. 3). The workflow is similar to the lifecycle of a CC task, except for the consideration of spatial characteristics like travel time/distance between potential workers and spatial tasks, and the spatiotemporal behaviour of workers.

### 3 CLASSIFICATION

The current literature in SC can be classified into distinct categories based on the following criteria: the type of problem being addressed, the modes of publishing spatial tasks, the different constraints being considered, the type of application, and the type of spatial tasks. This section provides a brief overview of the different categories and elaborate them in detail in the following sections (see Table 1).

#### 3.1 Spatial Tasks

Similar to CC tasks, we can classify spatial tasks based on their complexity and the required number of workers. Additionally, we can categorize spatial tasks by the spatial extent of the task’s
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Constraints</th>
<th>Spatial Task Publishing Modes</th>
<th>Scenarios</th>
<th>Types of Problems</th>
<th>Task Matching</th>
<th>Task Scheduling</th>
<th>Privacy Protection</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Quality Constraints</td>
<td>a. Worker Reputation [57, 62, 86]</td>
<td>Online</td>
<td>MTS [29]</td>
<td>-NA-</td>
<td>NA-</td>
<td>-NA-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>b. Worker Expertise [15, 27, 107]</td>
<td>Offline</td>
<td>MTS [29]</td>
<td>-NA-</td>
<td>NA-</td>
<td>-NA-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>c. Truth Inference [48, 58, 85]</td>
<td>Online</td>
<td>MTS [29]</td>
<td>-NA-</td>
<td>NA-</td>
<td>-NA-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temporal Constraints</td>
<td>a. Deadline of Task [61]</td>
<td>Online</td>
<td>-NA-</td>
<td>-NA-</td>
<td>-NA-</td>
<td>-NA-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>b. Delivery Task PickUp time and Deadline [100]</td>
<td>Offline</td>
<td>-NA-</td>
<td>-NA-</td>
<td>-NA-</td>
<td>-NA-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>c. Deadline for Destination [73]</td>
<td>Online</td>
<td>-NA-</td>
<td>-NA-</td>
<td>-NA-</td>
<td>-NA-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Budget Constraints</td>
<td>a. Fixed Rewards for Tasks [2]</td>
<td>Online</td>
<td>-NA-</td>
<td>-NA-</td>
<td>-NA-</td>
<td>-NA-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Complexity of the spatial task:** The spatial tasks are classified into two types based on their complexity.

- **Atomic tasks:** An atomic task, as the name implies, cannot be divided down into sub-tasks. Atomic tasks are simple and can be performed by one worker [61]. An example of an atomic task is to answer yes or no to the query "Is it raining now?".

- **Complex tasks:** A complex task consists of two or more related activities that need to performed collaboratively for accomplishing the spatial task. These complex tasks will be divided into atomic sub-tasks that require specific skills [7, 15, 61, 107]. For instance, a complex task like renovating a shop at a particular location involves multiple activities like procuring materials, performing repairs, and painting.

**Number of responses:** A spatial task can be assigned to either one or more workers. By assigning to multiple workers, the quality of the outcome can be improved by being able to assess the majority answers. However, it is not certain to receive responses regarding the assigned tasks from the workers; they can either reject or ignore the tasks. In case the worker does not reply; then the server will wait till the expiration time of the spatial task [47]. A spatial task can be classified into two types based on the number of responses, single and multiple responses.

**Task’s Physical location:** The task location could be a particular point, a line segment or a region in geographical space.(See Fig. 4)

- **Point task:** The spatial task is required to be performed at that particular point location [51, 61, 62]. For example, a worker has to visit the point of interest A (As seen in Fig. 4) for performing a task like enquiring the day’s menu of a university cafeteria, where the worker has to take a picture of the menu details of the cafeteria to complete the task.

- **Area/Region task:** The spatial task is required to be performed by the worker in a region of geographical space, instead of a particular location [103]. For example, a worker has to visit...
the building B in the university campus for collecting noise pollution data of a building. The
task can be carried out by collecting information at any point in the building.

- **Delivery Task**: The spatial task has two parts: pick up the package from the point of interest
  A and deliver the package to the building B [100]. For example, collecting a food package
  from the restaurant at location A and delivering it to the customer located at B.

### 3.2 Modes of Publishing Spatial Tasks

There are two ways of publishing spatial tasks [61] on the SC-server:

- **Server Assigned Tasks**: The SC-server chooses available suitable workers for a given spatial
  task based on different parameters like their proximity to the spatial task, availability to
  perform the task, abilities to match the requirements of the task, reliability of the worker to
  assure some degree of quality in task outcomes.

- **Worker Selected Tasks**: Workers selects spatial tasks of their interest from a given list
  published by the SC-server.

The two task publishing modes, Server Assigned Tasks (SAT) and Worker Selected Tasks (WST)
are discussed implicitly along with the other classification categories, as every work in SC follows
either one of them. Furthermore, most of the existing work is dominated by the SAT task publishing
mode as the SC-server can exert control in this mode by pushing tasks to workers. On the contrary,
in the WST mode workers select the tasks based on their interest with little or no influence from
the SC-server. Therefore, the SAT task publishing mode is discussed more in detail when compared
to WST mode.

### 3.3 Types of Problems

We can classify the numerous optimization problems that are addressed in the SC literature into
two different categories: Task Matching and Task Scheduling.

- **Task Matching**: Given a set of spatial tasks \( T \) and a set of workers \( W \), the SC-server tries to
  match the workers to the spatial tasks. This problem exists only when the SC-server publishes
  the task through **Server Assigned Tasks** mode [61] (discussed in Section 4).

- **Task Scheduling**: Given a set of tasks that are selected by the worker [29] or assigned to
  a particular worker [30], the Task Scheduling problem tries to schedule the order of tasks
  to achieve different optimization goals like maximizing the number of tasks completed by a
  worker, maximizing the rewards received by the workers, etc. The problem of task scheduling
  is unique to SC (discussed in Section 5).

Besides, the algorithms proposed for solving the problems of task matching and task scheduling
require knowledge of the inputs like worker’s location at different times of the day and tasks
information. Based on the knowledge of the inputs we can categorize them into two scenarios (discussed in Section 4 and 5):

- **Offline Scenario:** In this scenario, the information about the inputs is available to the SC-server from the beginning, i.e., the algorithm has the complete knowledge about the inputs that arrive at a future time. In this scenario, the algorithms can maximize the global objective functions like maximizing the number of tasks assigned [61]. This scenario, though not effective in real-world case scenarios of SC, would help understand the difficulties in the online scenario, due to the uncertainty of inputs arrival to the system. This scenario is effective in certain special cases where the schedule of the worker and the arrival of tasks are known beforehand to the system.

- **Online Scenario:** In this scenario, the algorithm receives inputs in a streaming fashion; and thus, the algorithm has to process each input immediately [58]. This scenario represents the majority real-world case scenarios of SC, where the workers and tasks are dynamic [5, 97, 110–112], i.e., their arrival orders are not known beforehand.

**Optimization goals:** Typically, task matching and task scheduling problems described in the SC literature optimize certain aspects like maximizing the number of tasks assigned. The optimization goals can be categorized from either the perspective of workers or the SC-server [134] (discussed in Section 4 and Section 5):

- **Worker’s Perspective:** From a worker’s perspective, the goal would be to maximize the net reward that she receives from the SC-server for performing the assigned or selected tasks [111]. Generally, the net reward is the difference between the reward associated with the task and the travel cost incurred to travel to the location of the task. In the case of voluntary SC, the worker’s goal would be to minimize the total travelling distance.

- **SC-server’s Perspective:** From the SC-server’s perspective, the goal would be to maximize the number of assigned tasks [61], maximize the number of accepted tasks [105], maximize the quality score [17, 107], minimize the incentives paid to the worker [27], minimize the total travel costs of all workers [30], maximize the perfect matching [35] with no unstable pairs [121] and maximize the number of tasks completed by worker before deadline [29].

### 3.4 Constraints

In an ideal situation, the spatial tasks can be assigned to all the workers to retrieve better results. However, this is not the case in reality, due to the different constraints of the workers like preferred region of work, preferred task types, and the travelling cost taken for performing the task. We can classify the various constraints broadly into the following four categories:

- **Temporal Constraints:** relate to the deadline of the task [61], or the time duration during which the worker is available for work [73]. Temporal constraints are common CC constraints; hence they are not further detailed.

- **Spatial Constraints:** relate to the spatial preferences of a worker or a task, like the preferred locations where she likes to work [61], the maximum travel distance she is willing to travel to perform tasks [12], and the preferred region within which the task should be performed [103] (discussed in detail in Section 6).

- **Quality Constraints:** refer to the expected quality of the responses from the workers after performing the task. They usually involve pre-task qualification tests [92] or assignment based on previous histories [62]/abilities [27] of the worker (discussed in detail in Section 7).

- **Budget Constraints:** refer to the restrictions on the incentive mechanism in rewards-based SC, where reward will be offered to workers for performing the task. Some of the constraints
are worker’s expected reward or total threshold reward for the requester’s requested tasks (discussed in detail in Section 8).

3.5 Privacy Protection

Due to the sensitive nature of the worker’s location, preserving location privacy is the responsibility of the SC-server. The worker might not trust the SC-server to share her physical location. Therefore, workarounds are proposed to address the privacy concerns like using the concept of differential privacy [105]. The privacy-preserving techniques can be categorized into the following five types (discussed in detail in Section 9):

- **Pseudonymity Techniques**: uncouple the person’s identity and the submitted data [22].
- **Cloaking Techniques**: hides the exact locations of the workers in a cloaked region [60, 87].
- **Exchange-based Techniques**: exchange the crowdsourced information among the workers before disclosing it to the untrusted SC-server, to obscure the individual workers. [130]
- **Encryption-based Techniques**: hide the identity and the location of the workers from the SC-server [95, 96]
- **Differential Privacy-based Techniques**: distort the workers location information by adding artificial noise [104, 105, 131]

3.6 Crowdsourced Data Aggregation

In many cases, tasks in SC requires multiple responses from the workers, for example for ascertaining the traffic situation of an area. However, the multiple responses from workers may be both agreeing and conflicting. To establish the truth, the crowdsourced data needs to be aggregated and relayed back to the task requester as a single value. There are numerous methods in CC for crowdsourced data aggregation, categorized based on their computing model [53]:

- **Non-iterative Aggregation**: aggregates the responses for each question to a single value. Examples are Majority Voting [65], Honeypot [68], and Expert Label Injected Crowd Estimation (ELICE) [63].
- **Iterative Aggregation**: calculates the aggregated value iteratively for each question based on the expertise of the workers who answered and updates the worker expertise iteratively based on the answer given by the worker. Examples are Expectation Maximization (EM) [54], Generative Model of Labels, Abilities, and Difficulties (GLAD) [120], Supervised Learning from Multiple Experts (SLME) [89], and Iterative Learning (ITER) [57].

For truth inference, SC extends the above-mentioned data aggregation methods by considering different spatial attributes like distance to the task from the worker’s location [50], task location popularity/influence, location visit tendencies [85]. These methods are discussed in detail in Section 10.

3.7 SC Applications

Many applications are developed implementing the methods proposed in SC-literature, for serving different purposes like collecting data during disasters, environmental data collection, delivering packages, and ride sharing services. We can broadly classify the existing applications into three categories based on the nature of human involvement, data collection, query answering, and Personal Service. The three common types of applications are discussed in detail in Section 11.

The remaining sections are organized based on the type of problems and the different constraints considered. We have chosen this organisation instead of organizing the sections according
to the classification schema, as the latter would have led to massive redundancy among sections. For example, the majority of the SC literature falls within the two types of task publishing modes. Therefore, they are discussed implicitly as part of each section to avoid redundancy.

4 TASK MATCHING PROBLEM

4.1 Introduction

As discussed earlier, the task matching problem involves assigning a given set of tasks to the suitable workers based on various conditions. The problem exists exclusively for the Server Assigned Tasks publishing mode as the Worker Selected Tasks publishing mode does not require the SC-server to choose the workers [61]. Typically, a task matching problem aims to achieve optimization goals benefitting the SC-server. For instance, maximizing the number of tasks assigned [61, 107], minimizing the cost incurred by the server [26, 113], improving the quality of task responses [62] or goals benefitting the workers like maximizing the reward received by the worker [12].

To define the task matching/assignment problem, let us say that at a given time instance, there are a set of tasks \((t_1, t_2, t_3, \ldots)\) requested to the SC-server by the requesters [107]. These tasks consist of the task/query \((q)\) that needs to be performed at location \((l)\) before the deadline. These tasks will be assigned to the workers available at the particular time instance. The available workers are determined through the “Task Inquiries” [107] made by the workers. Through these Task Inquiries, workers \((W_1, W_2, W_3, \ldots)\) share their locations \(l_i\) to the SC-server along with their constraints like spatial region and the maximum number of tasks that can be performed per time instance. The task assignment set contains the pairs of worker-spatial task matches \((<W, t>)\) at time instance \(s\).

4.2 Offline Scenario: Known Arrival order of Tasks and Workers

As mentioned in Section 3.3, in the offline scenario the SC-server has complete knowledge about the inputs that arrive at a future time, in this case, the tasks’ and workers’ arrival order. Given a set of workers and tasks, the ideal way of solving the matching problem is to assign all the workers to all the tasks. However, in reality, it is not possible owing to the different constraints of the spatial task and the workers. For instance, one would end up with a scenario where workers are required to travel long distances just to solve the task, which is not likely to be accepted by the worker to perform the spatial task. However, a higher number of assignments results in solving a greater number of spatial tasks requested by the requesters. This leads to an optimization problem of maximizing the number of task assignments by the SC-server ("Maximum Task Assignment Problem") [61]. Similarly, some of the other optimization problems according to different optimization objectives can be defined as:

- **Maximum Score Assignment Problem** [107]: The objective is to maximize the overall worker expertise score that results in higher quality results, where \(score(w, t)\) is the value indicating the compatibility between worker \(w\) and task \(t\) based on worker expertise.
- **Maximum Task Minimum Cost Assignment** [27]: The objective is to maximize the number of expert matches while minimizing the total cost paid to workers.
- **Maximum Task Scheduling with Multiple Workers** [30]: The objective is to maximize the number of completed tasks and minimize the sum of the average travel cost per task over all the workers.
- **Offline Latency-oriented Task Completion problem** [129]: The objective is to minimize the latency or the number of workers required for performing a set of tasks with high quality.
- **Weighted Spatial Matching** [121]: The objective is to find a fair assignment where there are no unstable pairs.
Table 2. Workers with preferred tasks and associated rewards

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Worker ID</th>
<th>Preferred Spatial Task</th>
<th>Reward</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>W₁</td>
<td>t₁, t₂</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W₂</td>
<td>t₂</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W₃</td>
<td>t₃, t₅</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Assignment with Voronoi Diagrams

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Worker ID</th>
<th>Assigned Spatial Tasks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>W₁</td>
<td>t₁</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W₂</td>
<td>t₂, t₃, t₄</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W₃</td>
<td>t₅</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- **Minimum-cost Maximum Task Assignment Problem [61, 107]:** The objective is to maximize the number of assigned tasks while minimizing the total travel cost.
- **Maximum Quality Task Assignment Problem [16]:** The objective is to maximize the overall quality score of assignments under travelling budget constraints across multiple time instances.

The ways to address this maximum task assignment optimization problem, by considering the constraints, will be discussed in the next sections. To understand the offline variant of the task matching problem, let us consider the following example.

**Assignment Problem Example:** Fig. 5(a) shows three workers with five spatial tasks in a 2D region. The workers \{W₁, W₂, W₃\} are required to collect pictures from the locations of the spatial tasks \{t₁, t₂, t₃, t₄, t₅\}. The spatial tasks were provided to the SC-server by the requester. Table 2 provides the information of worker task preferences and rewards associated with tasks. Our goal is to assign workers to these tasks based on the conditions mentioned by the requester. Kindly note that the example problem will be used throughout this survey to understand the different algorithms mentioned in the SC literature.

![Fig. 5. (a). Base Problem: \{Wᵢ\} represents workers and \{tᵢ\} represents spatial tasks. (b). Task Matching: Voronoi cells of the workers’ locations.](image)

Devoid of any constraints, the above mentioned task matching problem can be solved by assigning the tasks near the workers [60]. To solve this problem, the SC-server computes a *Voronoi diagram* based on the locations sent by the workers at a particular time instance. Subsequently, the SC-server assigns the spatial tasks close to the workers based on their Voronoi cells. Applying this solution to our SC assignment problem, a *Voronoi diagram* with the three workers in the 2D region is generated (see Fig. 5(b)) and the assignment is mentioned in Table 3.

However with the constraints mentioned in Table 2, the task matching problem with the goal of maximizing the rewards received by workers, is solved by reducing it to a *Maximum Weighted Bipartite Matching* (MWBM) problem [94]. To reduce the SC task matching problem to the MWBM problem, a bipartite graph \(G = (V, E)\) is created with vertices \(V = W \cup T\), where each worker \(W_j\) maps to a vertex in set \(W\) and each task \(t_k\) maps to a vertex in set \(T\) [107]. A vertex \(W_j\) in \(W\) is connected to a vertex \(t_k\) in \(T\) with an edge \(e_{j,k} \in E\), if the task \(t_k\) is a preferred task of the worker \(W_j\) (see Fig. 6(a)). The weight of the edge \(e_{j,k}\) is the reward associated with the preferred
Fig. 6. Offline and Online Scenario: Maximum Weighted Bipartite Matching with total reward of 19 and 13 respectively

task. By solving the MWBM problem with the assumption that one worker can only perform one task, the workers are assigned to the tasks that give them the highest reward [107]. The worker $W_1$ has edges with both $t_1$ and $t_2$, however $t_1$ is assigned as it offers better reward than $t_2$. Similarly, $W_2$ has been assigned to $t_2$ and $W_3$ has been assigned to $t_5$ (see Fig. 6(b)). As none of the workers preferred $t_4$, it is not assigned to anyone. A total reward of 19 is achieved in the offline scenario.

4.3 Online Scenario: Dynamic Arrival of Tasks and workers

In the above example, all the workers and tasks are known to the SC-server, however, in a real-world scenario, the solicitation of tasks and availability of workers are dynamic in nature. The number of tasks cannot be constant as the requesters can provide new tasks to the SC-server at every instance of time and the existing tasks can expire once their deadline is reached. Similarly, regarding the number of available workers, they can increase or decrease at every instance of time. Therefore, the SC-server does not have the global knowledge required for assigning the spatial tasks to the workers in a globally optimal way. This input model scenario is referred as the online scenario [58]. In other words, the SC-server has no information regarding the arrival orders of the workers and tasks to the system. Owing to this constraint, a locally optimal solution can be found for the spatial task assignment at every time instance. The locally optimal solution at every time instance is then combined to provide the solution of the online task matching problem.

A locally optimal solution is akin to the offline scenario, as the available workers and tasks are known to the system at the current time instance. Therefore, the above mentioned offline methods can be employed to solve the optimization problem at every time instance. However, in the case of online scenario, only a partial bipartite graph can be constructed as the arrival order of tasks and workers is unknown. Therefore, the locally optimal assignment will be performed on the partial bipartite graph at each time instance, resulting in sub-optimal results. Considering the previous example in Section 4.2, let us consider the order of arrival of tasks and workers as $<W_1, t_2, W_2, t_4, t_1, W_3, t_3, t_5>$. When $t_2$ arrives, the available worker $W_1$ will be assigned to it, even though it offers a lesser reward when compared to $t_1$, that arrives at a later time instance. Similarly $W_2$ is assigned to $t_2$ and $W_3$ to $t_5$ (see Fig. 6(c)). The total reward is reduced to 13, whereas offline scenario achieved 19. Therefore, the effectiveness of the online task assignment is dependent on the arrival order of the tasks and workers.

To address the online task assignment problem efficiently, many solutions are proposed like Least Location Entropy Priority (LLEP) [61, 107], multi-armed bandit formalization of the online task assignment problem [47], Two-phase based Global Online Allocation (TGOA) algorithm, Global Online Micro-task Allocation (GOMA) [111], Online Fixed/Dynamic-based Maximum Task
Coverage Algorithm [113], Hierarchically Separated Tree based randomized online algorithms (HST-Greedy) [110], and Prediction-oriented Online Task Assignment in Real-time Spatial Data (POLAR) algorithm [112].

To tackle the randomness of the online task assignment problem, the historical information regarding the workers’ movement behaviour, tasks’ location information, and workers’ task acceptance behaviour is utilized. The Least Location Entropy Priority strategy [61, 107, 113] improves on the greedy strategy of finding locally optimal solutions at each time instance, by exploiting the workers’ historical information shared to the SC-server. Location Entropy [23] estimates the diversity of unique visitors to a location, in this case, location is assumed to be a grid cell. Higher location entropy is synonymous with more workers visiting the location with an even distribution of visits among the workers. Therefore, tasks lying in areas with lower location entropy have lesser chances to be completed as fewer workers visit those locations. Higher priority is given to the tasks present in smaller location entropy areas to maximize the assigned tasks, by reducing it to a minimum-cost MWBM problem, i.e., finding the MWBM of minimal total cost/entropy. The minimum-cost MWBM problem is solved in two steps: finding the maximum matching using the Hungarian algorithm and minimizing the cost of the matching by applying integer programming technique like the branch and bound. Consider the example in Fig. 6(c), it represents the output of the maximal matching of the MWBM problem. In the minimum-cost MWBM problem, the cost of the edges is set as the entropy of the workers at the locations of the tasks. According to [107], there will be a 35 % improvement in the performance of LLEP when compared to the greedy approach. Therefore, the LLEP approach would result in a total reward of 17.

Furthermore, the tasks assigned by the SC-server could be rejected or accepted by the worker, adding to the complexity of online task assignment problem. Therefore, a task assignment will be considered as successful only if the worker accepts to perform it. In [47], the authors propose an IMIRT (Individualized Models for Intelligent Routing of Tasks) framework for online task assignment, which focuses on modelling the task acceptance behaviour of the workers from the past data. Subsequently, the task acceptance behavior models are utilized for optimizing the number of successful assignments. This framework assumes that the workers are known to the SC-server, and only the tasks appear dynamically.

The framework profiles the task acceptance behaviour of the workers and utilizes that information to improve/maximize the assignment success rate, i.e., the ratio of the number of tasks workers accept to perform against the total number of assigned tasks by the SC-server. The SC-server checks for the workers and would assign the task to the ones with a higher probability of accepting the task. The online assignment problem is formalized as a multi-armed bandit [91] model, where each worker $W_j$ is considered as an arm, assignment $a_{i,j}$ of the task $t_i$ is equivalent to playing an arm and the resulting reward $y_{i,j}$ is the probability of success. For a newly arriving task, selecting a worker with the highest probability of success $y_{i,j}$ would result in maximization of the assignment success rate. The type of task acceptance behavior model has a huge impact on the online spatial task assignment. For instance, if each worker has a fixed behavior of task acceptance, i.e., $p_{i,j} = p_{i',j}$ for any tasks $i$ and $i'$, it could be modeled as a Binomial process with parameter $p_j$. To improve the efficiency of task assignment, a new strategy SpatialUCB is proposed by integrating task acceptance behavior model with spatial contextual information like travel distance from task $t_i$ to worker $W_j$ location $d_{i,j}$ and type of task $e_i$.

The IMIRT framework [47] only takes into account the dynamic nature of tasks, and assumes the workers to be static. In [111], the authors proposed algorithms based on the online model where both tasks and workers can appear dynamically. A Two-phase-based Global Online Allocation (TGOA) algorithm is proposed that divides the set of workers and tasks into two equal groups based on their arrival orders. The input set of workers and tasks is estimated through the historical
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records for a given time interval, thereby eliminating the uncertainty of arrival order. The greedy strategy would be applied to the first half of the input set, where an arriving task or worker would be paired with its complementary that has highest utility value. For the second half of the data set, an optimal strategy is adopted to find the optimal global match to the arriving worker/task. This approach provides competitive ratio guarantee of \( \frac{1}{4} \) under the online random order model.

Considering the previous example in Section 4.2, let us consider the order of arrival of tasks and workers as \(<W_1, t_1, W_2, t_4, t_2, W_3, t_3, t_5>\). THE TGOA algorithm splits the input set into 2 sets of 4 according to their arrival orders, i.e. \(<W_1, t_1, W_2, t_4>\) and \(<t_2, W_3, t_3, t_5>\). On the first half of the vertices, TGOA performs greedy assignment, therefore \(W_1\) is assigned to \(t_1\) and \(W_2\) is assigned to \(t_4\). For the second half of the vertices, TGOA performs a global optimal match, therefore, \(W_3\) is assigned to \(t_5\). The total reward achieved through this method is 15.

The above approaches assume that the worker would either be assigned to a task immediately after being available to the SC-server or waits for a task at the same reported location until the specified deadline. This assumption is impractical as the worker would, most likely, not stay idle at the same location waiting for a task to be assigned. The worker tends to roam around in the hope of finding a task to perform. Moreover, if the worker stays at the same location waiting for the task, then she might miss out on many potentially matching tasks that appear in a different neighborhood.

Instead of making the worker wait, it would be beneficial to guide the worker to a neighborhood where new potential matching tasks might appear. \[112\] proposes a two-step framework, the Flexible Two-sided Online Task Assignment (FTOA) model. The framework allows workers to either stay at the same location waiting for a task or to be guided to a different location if the worker is not assigned a task on being available to SC-server. This approach utilizes the historical data for predicting the number of tasks and workers in a specific spatiotemporal range. The spatial and temporal dimensions are partitioned into grids and time slots, respectively. Subsequently, an offline guide is created by performing offline matching of the predicted tasks and workers according to the spatiotemporal divisions (grids and time slots) and deadline constraints.

The offline guide contains the potential task-worker assigned pairs with individual nodes representing tasks/workers in a particular grid at a specific slot of time (the grid-time slot pair is referred to as object type). This offline guide would be used in Prediction-based Online task Assignment in Real-time Spatial Data (POLAR) algorithm. According to the algorithm, a newly arrived task or worker would be matched with the existing nodes of the same type (same time slot and grid) in the offline guide. The matched node would be occupied by the newly arrived task/worker (object).

Each node of the offline guide can only be occupied by one task/worker of the same type. If there exists a real worker/task corresponding to the occupied node in the offline guide, the nodes are assigned to each other in the online model. If no actual tasks are corresponding to the occupied nodes in the offline guide, then the algorithm would suggest the worker to move to a grid where the potential matching task would appear at a future time. However, there might be some unpredicted tasks/workers appearing to the SC-server. The POLAR algorithm ignores such unpredicted tasks/workers as they cannot be matched with the nodes of the offline guide. An optimized POLAR algorithm (POLAR-OP) is proposed to handle the unpredicted tasks/workers. The POLAR-OP allows the nodes of the offline guide to be associated with more than one task/worker, i.e., each node of the offline guide can be reused by multiple objects.

The competitive ratios of POLAR and POLAR-OP are 0.4 and 0.47, respectively, under the independently and identically distribution (i.i.d) model \[36\]. Both POLAR and POLAR-OP, processes each newly arrived task/worker by looking up the offline guide in \(O(1)\) time. However, the success of this approach is dependent on the accuracy of the prediction model used in the initial stage. Furthermore, this approach of moving the workers in advance is not beneficial in the cases where
there are more workers than the tasks. In such cases, simple greedy approaches outperform the POLAR algorithm.

5 TASK SCHEDULING PROBLEM

5.1 Introduction

In the previous Section 4, task matching problems focus on assigning tasks to workers. However, to complete a task, the worker has to travel to the physical location of the assigned task. Given a set of assigned/selected tasks, travelling to every task before their respective deadlines might not be possible as there might exist tasks with overlapping deadlines, long travel times between task locations, etc. Therefore, a plan is needed to complete as many assigned/selected tasks as possible, to maximize the reward collected, leading to the optimization problem of creating a schedule/task sequence that maximizes the number of tasks performed by the worker. The spatial tasks sequence is generated taking into consideration both the travel cost and expiration time of the tasks. This optimization problem is referred as Maximum Task Scheduling (MTS) problem [29].

Fig. 7. Maximum Task Scheduling Problem in WST scenario: (a). Worker \( W_1 \) with the tasks \( \{t_1, t_2, t_3, t_4, t_5\} \) along with their locations and expiration time, and (b). Maximum Valid Task Sequence of the MTS problem

5.2 Offline Input Model: One worker- Multiple Tasks Scenario

The maximum task scheduling problem [29] addresses the offline variant of task scheduling problems, where all the input parameters are known to the SC-server beforehand. The SC-server knows the worker and the set of tasks assigned/self-selected by her. To elaborate, let us consider the SC task scheduling scenario with a set of four tasks \( \{t_1, t_2, t_3, t_4\} \) selected by the worker \( W_1 \) (see Fig. 7(a)). Each task has an expiration time \( d_i \) and the worker needs to travel to that task location before the expiration time. In this example, let us assume that the cost of travelling between two adjacent grid cells is one time unit. The worker initial location is (5,5) at time 0. The task \( t_2 \) is located at (6,3) that is scheduled to expire after 4 time units. The travel cost between the two tasks’ locations is 9.

The worker has to choose the relevant subsets or the sequence of tasks to maximize the number of accomplished tasks considering the travel costs as well as deadlines of the task sequence. A sequence of tasks where all of its tasks can be completed is termed as valid task sequence and the one corresponding to the maximum number of tasks is termed as Maximum Valid Task Sequence. Maximum Task Scheduling (MTS) problem is to find this Maximum Valid Task Sequence. MTS problem varies from the general job scheduling problems [82] with respect to the time required for performing the task. In job scheduling problems, the time required for each job is known in advance, whereas in the MTS problem the time required is dependent upon the travel time between the tasks, which in turn depends on the orders in which tasks are performed.
For example in Fig. 7(b), if the worker starts with the task \( t_1 \), then the travel cost from the worker’s current location to the task \( t_1 \) is 6 time units and the deadline to perform \( t_1 \) is 9 time units. As the worker reaches \( t_1 \) at time 6 i.e., before the deadline of \( t_1 \), therefore the task \( t_1 \) can be performed by the worker \( W_1 \). At time 6, the worker cannot perform the task \( t_2 \) since the deadline for it (4 time units) has passed. Similarly, the tasks \( t_3, t_4 \) and \( t_5 \) cannot be performed, as the travel cost exceeds the deadline of those tasks, i.e., travel cost + current time for all these tasks exceed the maximum deadline period of the tasks, i.e., deadline of \( t_5 \) (16). Similarly, if the worker starts from the task \( t_2 \), then she could be able to complete the tasks \( t_3, t_4 \) and \( t_5 \) as well (see Fig. 7(b)). Therefore, choosing the sequence of performing the tasks plays a major role in determining the number of tasks performed by the worker. A longer sequence of the tasks subset would result in higher number of tasks performed.

**Maximum Task Scheduling (MTS) problem** is proved as NP-hard in [29] by reducing it to a specialized version of Traveling Salesman Problem. For a small set of tasks, the MTS problem can be solved by finding the **Maximum Valid Task Sequence** using the brute-force approach. In this method, they check for all possible combinations of the valid task sequences and check for the sequence with the maximum number of completed tasks. However, this method is computationally expensive as computing all task sequences for \( n \) tasks will be \( O(n!) \). Two strategies (exact algorithms) were proposed based on dynamic programming and branch-and-bound strategy, to address this issue.

**Exact Algorithms:** The dynamic programming approach investigates the sets of tasks ignoring the order of task sequence. The search space is generated by expanding the sets of tasks iteratively in ascending order of set size from 2 to \( n \). Therefore, \( 2^n - 1 \) subsets of tasks need to be investigated to find the **Maximum Valid Task Sequence**. This approach is optimized further by removing the invalid subsets of tasks from examination. An invalid set is defined as a task set without any valid task sequence in its combinations. In the branch-and-bound approach, the search space is represented as a tree, where depth-first search along with pruning unpromising branches is conducted recursively, till a feasible solution with **Maximum Valid Task Sequence** is found. The branch-and-bound approach is more efficient than the dynamic programming approach regarding space requirements.

In the dynamic programming approach, there are at most \( O(n \cdot 2^n) \) subproblems, and each one can be solve in linear time. Therefore, the time complexity of dynamic programming is \( O(n^2 \cdot 2^n) \), which is faster than the brute-force approach’s \( O(n!) \) running time. On the other hand, the time complexity of the branch-and-bound approach is proportional to the search tree size. If the branches are pruned, and all the unnecessary nodes are removed then the time complexity of the branch-and-bound would be better than dynamic programming. It should be noted that if all the branches of the tree needs to be searched without pruning branches, then the worst case time complexity of branch-and-bound would be \( O(n!) \). However, in practice it is a rarity for a tree to be searched without pruning the branches, therefore branch-and-bound approach would be better than the brute-force approach.

**Approximation Algorithms:** Both the branch-and-bound and dynamic programming approaches result in an exponential time complexity, which is not suitable for real-world applications. Therefore, approximation algorithms are proposed in [29] based on different heuristics like **Least Expiration Time Heuristic**, **Nearest Neighbor Heuristic** and **Most Promising Heuristic**. With the Least Expiration Time Heuristic, task sequences are formed greedily by selecting tasks with least expiration time. In the case of Nearest Neighbor Heuristic, the nearest available task to the last task in the sequence is added. Finally, the Most Promising Heuristic helps in choosing the most promising branch in each iteration instead of searching the entire tree. The approximation algorithms output with less accuracy compared with exact algorithms but quicker response. It was noticed that in real-world applications, it is sufficient to report a small number of tasks assigned to a worker, while the remaining solution is computed offline by the server. This leads to the proposal of progressive...
algorithms [29], where approximation algorithms are used to find out a small number of tasks for a given worker. The optimal task sequence for the remaining tasks is found out by the exact algorithms like branch-and-bound. Progressive algorithms improve the response time when compared to exact algorithms and accuracy when compared to approximation algorithms. However, there are chances that worker’s potential tasks may be arrogated by other workers, when the worker is on the way to perform the initial tasks. Moreover, workers may prefer to see the entire task sequence before starting work.

Fig. 8. Online Route Recommendation Problem example with source, destination and arrival time at destination=15 in WST scenario: (a). Worker W_1 with the tasks \{t_1, t_2, t_3, t_4, t_5\} along with their locations, release time and expiration time. (b). Result Route of the OnlineRR problem with Nearest Neighbor Heuristic. (c). Result Route of the OnlineRR problem with Earliest Deadline Heuristic.

5.3 Online Input Model: One Worker- Multiple Tasks Scenario
One of the limitations of the MTS problem is that it calculates the maximum valid task sequence for a particular snapshot of time. The outcome task sequence does not update according to the arrival of new tasks that lie in the spatial region of the worker, which are requested to the SC system by the requesters. Furthermore, according to [2] workers often take tasks that are present in their route, for example, daily commute from home to work, resulting in extra constraints like destination and arrival time at the destination. Therefore, considering both these requirements would further improve the outcome of the task scheduling problem. Taking both these requirements into consideration, [73] introduced an Online Route Recommendation Problem (OnlineRR) for workers who choose their tasks.

For example, consider Fig. 8(a) which shows a set of tasks \{t_1, t_2, t_3, t_4, t_5\} along with their locations, release times, and deadlines. The figure also shows the source and destination points of the worker W_1 and the time taken to arrive at the destination (15). The OnlineRR finds the longest sequence of tasks which can be performed considering that the worker should be present at the destination at time 15. To solve this problem, [73] presents two approaches: greedy approach and re-routing through a complete search at a time snapshot.

The greedy approach was chosen with the aim of reducing response times since the global view of the problem is not possible due to the continuous task and workers’ location updates. In the greedy approach, the next task is chosen according to heuristics, such as the nearest task to the worker’s current location, tasks with earliest deadlines and, maximizing the search space of feasible tasks. Furthermore, for choosing the next task it should satisfy the condition of reaching the task’s location before the task’s deadline.

For instance, consider Fig. 8(b), it depicts the result route outcome of the greedy approach with the nearest neighbor heuristic. The worker at time 0 is at the source location, and she searches for
the closest task in her vicinity. $t_1$ is selected as it is the nearest with 2 units distance and takes 2 time units to travel to task’s location. Now the current location of the worker (at time 2) is updated to the $t_1$ location. Worker again begins her search for the nearest neighbor whose travel distance is less than the deadline minus the current time, in this case, it’s $t_2$ that is 2 units away from $t_1$. The current location will be updated to $t_2$ at time 4. Similarly, $t_3$ will be selected and the current location will be updated to it at time 7 and the route to (source, $t_1$, $t_2$, $t_3$). Now at time 7, there are no feasible tasks available to perform as the worker cannot reach the tasks’ location the deadlines. Therefore, the worker heads to the destination which is 3 time units away. Finally at time 10, the destination of the worker will be reached and the result route will be (source, $t_1$, $t_2$, $t_3$, destination).

Similarly, in Fig. 8(c), the result route of the greedy approach with earliest deadline heuristic is depicted. The difference from the nearest neighbor is that the preference or high score will be given to tasks that have earlier deadlines than the remaining available deadlines. For example, at time 0, the earliest deadline for a task is $t_5$ with the deadline at 5 time units, consequently $t_5$ is selected. In similar fashion, maximum candidate space heuristic is used to calculate the score of tasks based on the distance.

The second approach to solve the OnlineRR problem is the re-routing method, where the optimal solution is calculated at the current snapshots recursively as long as there exists a new feasible task $p$. For instance, consider the example in Fig. 8(a), at time 0, worker has two feasible tasks ($t_1$, $t_3$) and re-route algorithm computes the task sequence $R_0$ (source, $t_1$, $t_5$, destination). According to the task sequence, the worker moves to $t_1$ at time 2 and new feasible tasks are found \{$t_2$, $t_4$\}. Subsequently, the task sequence is re-computed to $R_1$ ($t_1$, $t_4$, destination). Following the re-computed task sequence, the worker moves to $t_4$ at time 5 and found one new feasible task $t_3$ and the new route $R_2$ ($t_4$, $t_3$, destination). Following the new route, the worker moves to $t_3$ at time 9, where there are no more feasible tasks. Therefore, the worker has travelled the following route (source, $t_1$, $t_5$, $t_4$, $t_3$, destination). It covers more tasks than the other heuristics mentioned earlier.

The previous scheduling problem deals with a single worker along with multiple point tasks. The problem gets complicated while scheduling for delivery tasks that have both the source and the destination. The problem of scheduling delivery tasks for a single worker, The Online Delivery Route Recommendation Problem is discussed in [100]. The optimization problem objective is to maximize the worker’s income. Following a prediction-based approach, an algorithm is proposed considering three factors, namely: the distance between worker’s location and origin of the feasible delivery task, the distance between origin and destination of the feasible delivery task, and the future demand originating from the destination of each delivery task. This algorithm has a shortcoming if the worker has a personal destination that she should reach before a deadline. With the prediction-based approach, it is possible to be far away from the destination and having to spend much time to return to the destination, consequently losing on the potential tasks and rewards. To address this shortcoming, the prediction-based algorithm has been extended [100], to consider the impact of distance between delivery task’s destination and worker’s destination. The current approach can plan for a group of delivery tasks for a single worker. New methods needs to be proposed for tackling the scenario of multiple workers with multiple delivery tasks.

5.4 Combination with Task Matching Problems: Multiple Workers-Multiple Tasks Scenario

Table 4 summarizes the different task matching and task scheduling problems in the SC literature. Task scheduling is necessary to assist the worker to complete as many assigned tasks as possible. However, there are some drawbacks of the above-discussed task scheduling problems. They do not address the issue of re-matching the tasks that cannot be performed by the worker with other available workers and subsequent re-scheduling for the re-matched tasks. Consequently,
inefficient scheduling results are produced in multiple workers scenario. One solution to address these shortcomings is to combine task matching and scheduling problems and carry them out iteratively. This combination approach would improve the task acceptance and completion rates due to the enhanced awareness of SC-server. The SC-server can determine whether a matched task can be completed by the worker through task scheduling algorithms.

As observed in Table 4, there are examples of SC optimization problems that combine both task matching and task scheduling. Furthermore, the previously discussed task scheduling problems focus on a single worker and multiple tasks scenario. In [30], a combination of task matching and scheduling problem is proposed to minimize the travel cost of multiple workers and maximize the number of completed tasks. The authors propose two solutions to address this problem: Global Assignment and Local Scheduling (GALS) and Local Assignment and Local Scheduling (LALS). GALS approach performs task matching and scheduling sequentially and utilizes the output of task scheduling to refine the task assignments. To elaborate, GALS performs an initial task assignment resulting in a set of tasks assigned to each worker, subsequently assigned tasks are scheduled for each worker and finally, the task assignment is refined with the unscheduled tasks from the previous step and available workers. GALS approach performs the scheduling and updating task assignment steps iteratively until the termination condition is reached. The iteration condition is satisfied when there are no potential worker-task pairs available in the input set for updating task assignments. The initial global task assignment and assignment update phase are computationally expensive than the local scheduling phase, due to the size of search space for performing the assignments.

Bisection-based LALS approach is proposed to improve the scalability of GALS approach. Initially, this approach recursively divides the input dataset of workers and tasks in a top-down approach, until the size of the partition is less than a predefined threshold. Then, the resulting partitions are merged in a bottom-up approach according to a predefined threshold. If the combined workload of the sibling partitions is less than the threshold, then the sibling partitions are merged to create a new partition. However, if the combined workload of the two sibling partitions is more than the threshold, then a local assignment and scheduling is performed on the individual sibling partitions. The remaining workers and tasks from the individual partitions are then merged to create a new partition. The merging is performed iteratively until the root node is reached in the partition tree. The intuition behind merging the remaining workers and tasks of the sibling partitions is to utilize the spatial properties of the binary tree for improving the quality of assignments and scheduling. Similarly, in [12], a coordinated task assignment approach, Trajectory-Aware Coordinated Urban Crowd-Sourcing (TRACCS), is proposed to assign a sequence of tasks to worker considering their movement patterns.

In the above approaches, task assignment and subsequent scheduling is performed in batches. However, in real-time online assignments, it would be necessary to assign and schedule tasks as soon as they enter the system. Consequently, the SC-server is performing schedule operations for multiple workers for every new task, which is difficult to support and thus results in scalability issues [5]. To tackle this problem, [5] proposes a novel auction-based framework Auction-SC, where the workload is split between the workers and the SC-server. Workers bid on the newly arriving tasks, and the highest bidder would get the task assigned to them based on the auction framework proposed in [4]. The workers would submit their schedules to the SC-server to assess on the feasibility of the new task to their valid schedule and for computing their optimal bids. Hence, this approach tries to benefit both the worker by maximizing her profits and the SC-server by maximizing the number of completed tasks. This approach does not consider the time required for performing a task, and does not support complex tasks. Moreover, the case where the worker fails to adhere to the task sequence is not considered. Similarly, [135] proposes a solution to the
offline destination aware task assignment problem, that utilizes task dependencies among workers, for dividing them into independent clusters and deadline constraints of workers’ destination and tasks’ expiration time. This approach would result in an optimal assignment without the need of re-assignment and re-scheduling. However, this approach does not consider the time required for performing a task which would have a more significant impact during scheduling. Furthermore, it does not consider the dynamic arrival of tasks and workers.

6 SPATIAL CONSTRAINTS

6.1 Overview

Spatial Constraints refer to the different spatial preferences of the worker or the task. The SC-server assigns or publishes tasks to the workers, while satisfying specified constraints. In the case of Worker Selected Tasks (WST) publishing mode, it is hard to enforce the spatial constraints without the knowledge of worker’s location. Some of the applications like Gigwalk\textsuperscript{7}, TaskRabbit\textsuperscript{8} enquire the workers location or pin code to serve the tasks in their proximity. After the selection of tasks in the WST mode, spatial constraints can be enforced while scheduling a plan for completing the tasks. For example, in \cite{73} there are spatial constraints regarding route planning starting from the source and reaching the destination at a particular time. The SC-server can include as many tasks as possible in the plan, provided these conditions were met.

On the contrary, in the case of Server Assigned Tasks (SAT) publishing mode, spatial constraints can be strictly enforced. Some of the types of spatial constraints are the spatial region, maximum travel distance, and direction of worker’s commute. The spatial constraints are usually dependent on the current location of the worker, for example, preferring tasks that are within 500 metres from the current location of the worker. In the case of the offline scenario, the worker’s location remains static or known to the SC-server, thus the spatial constraints are not expensive to construct. However, in the case of online scenario, the worker’s location is received by the SC-server in a streaming fashion, therefore a change in worker’s location triggers a re-construction of spatial constraints of the worker.

6.2 Spatial Region

A worker can define his preferred spatial region as a minimum bounding rectangle \cite{61, 62, 107} or as a bounding circle with her location \cite{111}. It is assumed that the worker is willing to travel to any of the tasks that lie within the defined spatial ranges. Similarly, requester can specify spatial constraints on the task, like in the case of region tasks \cite{103, 113} where the worker could be located anywhere in a given circular range.

Example. To understand the effect of spatial constraints on a task assignment, let us consider the basic assignment problem of Section 4.2 and enforce the spatial region constraint of the workers. Fig. 9(a) showcases an example scenario representing the spatial tasks and the workers along with their preferred spatial regions and the maximum number of tasks that the worker can perform. As discussed in previous sections regarding the task assignments, there exists a many-to-many relationship between tasks and workers, for instance, a task can be assigned to multiple workers and vice versa. However, the relationship is subject to satisfying the conditions: the task should lie in the preferred spatial region of the worker, and the threshold of the maximum number of tasks performed by worker is not violated.

One possible assignment would be between the spatial task $t_5$ and worker $W_3$ as the task lies in the region of $R_3$ and the $\maxT_3$ value is 2. Similarly, spatial tasks $t_1$ and $t_2$ lies in the region $R_1$ of

\textsuperscript{7}http://www.gigwalk.com/

\textsuperscript{8}https://www.taskrabbit.com/

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Problem Type</th>
<th>Problem Name</th>
<th>Support for Constraints</th>
<th>Support for Dynamic Arrival</th>
<th>Reduced Problem</th>
<th>Algorithm Heuristic</th>
<th>Limitations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Task Matching</td>
<td>MTA [61]</td>
<td>X X X</td>
<td>TA WA</td>
<td>MinCost-MaxFlow</td>
<td>LE</td>
<td>a. Does not work well in a dynamic setting, esp. greedy strategy. b. Workers are assumed to accept tasks that are assigned to them. c. Trusts the worker to perform the task correctly. d. Does not consider the worker movement patterns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MSA [107]</td>
<td>X X X X</td>
<td></td>
<td>MinCost-MWBM</td>
<td>LE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MT-MCA [27]</td>
<td>X X X X</td>
<td></td>
<td>MinCost-MaxFlow</td>
<td>Reward</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RDB-SC [17]</td>
<td>X X X</td>
<td></td>
<td>Number Partition</td>
<td>Gr</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PAPA [60]</td>
<td>X X</td>
<td></td>
<td>Set Cover</td>
<td>Gr</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DPTA [105]</td>
<td>X X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MS-SC [15]</td>
<td>X X X X</td>
<td></td>
<td>Set Cover</td>
<td>Gr</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>OSTA [47]</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td>MAB</td>
<td>Spatial</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fixed Budget MTC [103, 113]</td>
<td>X X X</td>
<td></td>
<td>MCG</td>
<td>Gr:offline</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dynamic Budget MTC [103, 113]</td>
<td>X X X</td>
<td></td>
<td>MAB</td>
<td>Gr:offline</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FTOA [112]</td>
<td>X X X X</td>
<td></td>
<td>Offline Guide: Max-Flow</td>
<td>TrC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GOMA [111]</td>
<td>X X X X X X</td>
<td></td>
<td>OMWBM</td>
<td>Gr</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task Scheduling</td>
<td>MTS [29]</td>
<td>X X X</td>
<td>TSP</td>
<td>Temporal</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>OnlineRR [73]</td>
<td>X X</td>
<td>OPTW</td>
<td>temporal</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TRACCS [12]</td>
<td>X X</td>
<td>Orienteeing</td>
<td>temporal</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>OnlineTASC [5]</td>
<td>X X X X</td>
<td>Min-Len-Ham</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DSTA [135]</td>
<td>X X</td>
<td></td>
<td>Gr</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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A worker can set a maximum travelling distance she is willing to travel for performing the assigned tasks beyond her commute or movement trajectory [12]. The server should intuitively assign tasks to maximize the number of tasks performed and the overall rewards received without violating the maximum travelling distance threshold of individual workers.

### 6.4 Direction of worker’s commute

The spatial constraint about the direction of worker’s movement would help in assigning tasks to a worker without a significant deviation from her path [17]. For example, if the assigned task lies in the opposite direction of worker’s movement in a directional road network, then the travel distance to the task would be longer due to the necessary direction change in worker’s commute. Given the longer travel distance, the likelihood for a task to be rejected by the worker is high. Furthermore, assigning the tasks based on the direction of worker’s commute might improve the diversity of spatial angles regarding the information queried by the task. For instance, if the task involves taking a picture of a public monument, assigning the task to different workers who travel through the task location in different directions would result in a wide range of images taken from different angles, thus improving the diversity of spatial angles.
Table 5. Comparison of task assignment protocols with multiple constraints

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Constraints</th>
<th>Spatial</th>
<th>Quality</th>
<th>Budget</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Spatial</td>
<td>MTA [61]</td>
<td>MSA [107], RDB-SC [17], MCTA [62], GOMA [111], MTMCA [27]</td>
<td>F-MTC/d-MTC [103, 113], MTMCA [27], GOMA [111]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality</td>
<td>MSA [107], RDB-SC [17], MCTA [62], GOMA [111], MTMCA [27]</td>
<td>MRA [133]</td>
<td>MS-SC [15], MTMCA [27], GOMA [111], Crowdlet [88], MQA [16]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Budget</td>
<td>F-MTC/d-MTC [103, 113], MTMCA [27], GOMA [111]</td>
<td>MS-SC [15], MTMCA [27], GOMA [111], Crowdlet [88], MQA [16]</td>
<td>-NA-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

7 QUALITY CONSTRAINTS

7.1 Overview
In this section, we focus on the different quality constraints that assure a certain level of quality in the task responses from the workers. In the WST publishing mode, the server can conduct some qualification tests related to the skills required for the task before allowing the worker to view the task like in the case of [92]. However, apart from this, the server cannot exert any control to assure quality. On the contrary, in the case of SAT mode, the server can exploit the workers’ profiles and find reliable workers with necessary skills to deliver a better quality task responses [1]. Two aspects of a worker’s profile could affect the quality of task’s outcome, namely a worker’s expertise and reputation/reliability. These aspects of a worker’s profile would be utilized during assignment of tasks in the form of constraints. The constraints could be; a required expertise level in certain skills to perform a task, and a minimum reputation/reliability measure for a task to be assigned.

7.2 Worker’s Expertise
Expertise indicates the capabilities/skills of the worker in performing a specific type of tasks. For example expertise in, taking a photograph, tutoring a high school subject, painting a house, etc. Expertise on a particular skill is usually measured as a degree, like how skilled a worker is in tutoring a subject. Worker can specify the skills or expertise she possesses to the SC-server through submitting documents proving their credentials or experience. Alternatively, the server has the capability to assess the skills of the worker based on the historical information of tasks performed and their respective rating from the requester. Various studies have proposed methods [15, 27, 107] in the SAT publishing mode that utilizes the expertise aspect to assign tasks to capable workers. In the works mentioned in earlier sections, the spatial task assignment has the assumption of uniform expertise among all the workers.

However, workers are more likely to have varying expertise, for example, some may be good in taking expert pictures, while others excel in describing things at a location. Similarly, the spatial tasks types may vary, for instance, taking a high-quality picture of a monument at a physical location. Therefore, if a worker has the expertise that matches the spatial task type, then the resulting quality would be better than if the skills do not match the task. [34] In [27], an expertise constraint is introduced to the task assignment problem where the expertise of the worker has to match the expertise required of the task. The worker is defined to have a particular expertise $E_w$ with a degree $D_w$ and the task with required degree $D_t$ of expertise $E_t$. The assignment constraint for assigning a spatial expert task is defined as: $E_w = E_t \land D_w \geq D_t$. The expertise $E_w$ or $E_t$ refers to a specific skill, therefore the major limitation of this definition is that the worker’s expertise is limited to only one skill. Similarly, the spatial task cannot demand expertise from the worker.
in multiple skills. The optimization problem has the goal of maximizing the number of assigned spatial expert tasks and minimizing the total cost reward to workers.

However, in a real-world scenario, a worker could possess expertise in multiple skills and a task would also require multiple types of skills. [107] addresses one of the limitations of [27] regarding the issue of multiple skills of worker. The expertise of the worker $W$ is defined as a set of skills $E$ and assigned required skill as a task type $e$ attribute to the task $t$ definition. A score is assigned to all potential worker-task pairs $<W, t>$, indicating the performance of the worker $W$ based on her expertise. An expertise match $<W, t>$ is made when the worker $W$ possesses the expected skill of the task $t$ in the preferred spatial region $R$, i.e., $e \in E$, and a higher score is assigned to the expertise match. On the contrary, if there are only workers available without the necessary skills required for the task, then a nonexpertise match, provided the task satisfies the spatial constraints. A lower score is assigned to these nonexpertise matches. By maximizing the overall score of the assignments, the total number of expertise matches would be maximized.

To understand this scenario, let us extend the basic assignment problem by adding the spatial and expertise constraints (see Fig. 9(b)). Tasks and workers with the same expertise are represented in the same color. It can be noticed that the spatial task $t_5$ will not be assigned to any of the three workers. Furthermore, worker $W_3$ has no spatial tasks in its spatial region. Therefore none of the tasks will be assigned to her. It can be observed that there is an expertise match between $W_1$ with $t_1, t_2$ and $t_3$. Out of these, $<W_1, t_1>$ is an non-expertise match and the remaining two matches $<W_1, t_2>$ and $<W_1, t_3>$ are expertise match. As observed, there are chances for an expertise match or non-expertise match. Each match will be given a score, and the aggregate score will be counted for each time instance. The problem is to maximize the aggregate score of the assignments made by the SC-server. This problem is called Maximum Score Assignment Problem [107], that can be reduced to the Maximum Weighted Bipartite Matching Problem. The method proposed in [107] does not address the case of the task requiring multiple skills for being assigned to a worker. [15] addresses this limitation by defining the skill set required for the task to be assigned.

The discussed works assume that the worker does not move dynamically in the geographic space. However, workers are more likely to move around. [16] addresses the maximum quality task assignment (MQA) problem that assigns moving workers to spatial tasks while satisfying the budget constraints of travel cost. The optimization target is to maximize the overall quality score, considering the current and future workers/tasks. An accurate prediction approach is proposed to predict the quality location distributions of workers and tasks.

7.3 Worker’s Reputation/Reliability

A worker’s reputation/reliability refers to the probability that a task is completed correctly by the worker. It reflects the quality of the task response that can be expected from the worker. All the previously mentioned works assume that the worker can be trusted and tasks can be performed correctly. Therefore, assigning a task to a single worker would suffice in getting the expected outcome. However, in often cases, the assumption does not hold true as the workers might not be skilled enough to perform the task correctly. Moreover, some of the workers may have the malicious intent to exploit the system. Consequently, the confidence probability of the tasks and the workers should be considered, resulting in more than one worker being assigned a task with an aggregate reputation score satisfying the required confidence probability [62].

In [62], a worker $W$ is defined along with the reputation score $r$, i.e., probability to perform the task correctly. The task $t$ is defined along with the confidence threshold $\alpha$, which is the minimum reputation score required for an assignment. A correct match is defined when a task $t$ is assigned to set of workers with an aggregate reputation score $\Sigma r_i$ greater than or equal to the task’s confidence threshold $\alpha (\Sigma r_i \geq \alpha)$. However, this approach does not focus on the dynamic nature of arrival of
tasks and workers. Furthermore, the movement of workers is not taken into account during task assignment.

[17] tries to address the shortcomings of [62], by integrating the movement of workers with the help of the direction of movement and velocity at which the worker is travelling. The knowledge of workers’ movement is used to improve the diversity of task responses that could be received from different spatial viewpoints. For example, one worker can take a picture of a monument from the west-side and another from the east-side. They address the challenge of the online scenario by designing a grid index to enable efficient updates of workers/tasks. [88] considers the online scenario of workers recruitment process. This approach takes into account the worker ability model and proposes methods to improve the overall quality of the workers recruited.

The worker’s reputation/reliability is estimated during the process of truth discovery through aggregation of crowdsourced data [45, 50, 85, 90]. In the subsequent sub-section we will discuss the truth discovery process and estimation of worker’s reputation/reliability.

8 BUDGET CONSTRAINTS

8.1 Introduction

Spatial tasks involve an incentive for the worker who performs the task. The incentives could be intrinsic or extrinsic in nature [1]. The intrinsic incentives could be based on personal interest, altruism of the workers, and the extrinsic incentives involving monetary rewards [27, 48, 67], virtual credits [14, 66]. Associating financial rewards to tasks would encourage more workers to take up the task, and accelerates the completion of task [81]. With the increased worker participation, the overall quality of the outcome might improve, although not with guarantees. With monetary rewards involved, spatial tasks attract fraud workers trying to maximize their benefits by providing false information. In contrast, when a spatial task needs to be performed without any extrinsic rewards, then the chance of the task being carried out by a committed worker could be higher.

In often cases in the SC literature, the spatial tasks does not involve any monetary incentives. Such voluntary tasks may have less chance of attracting workers [2], compared with tasks with incentives. Especially for spatial tasks requiring workers with a particular skill set to perform the task [27, 107]. Usually, workers with the required expertise expects an associated reward for performing the task. These kinds of tasks are termed as Spatial Expert Tasks. Merely associating extrinsic incentives to the task would not be sufficient as there is a need to control the incentives for workers with respect to the quality of information provided and their associated costs, such as travel cost, smartphone battery consumption cost, data transmission cost, and manual efforts involved [64]. Moreover, there could be additional constraints involved such as budget constraints from the requester end and reliability requirements [35, 38, 39]. Therefore, appropriate incentive mechanisms are required for SC systems. The relationships between the spatial, quality and budget constraints are illustrated in Table 5.

8.2 Reward Models and Incentive Mechanisms

The reward models are defined based on the two types of incentive mechanisms: platform-centric incentive mechanism and user-centric incentive mechanism [126]. In the platform-centric incentive mechanism, the SC-server exercises control over the allocation of rewards to the workers. In the user-centric incentive mechanism, the workers exercise control over the payment, by denoting the price for which they are willing to perform the tasks. Based on the incentive mechanisms, the reward models are classified as:

- **Platform-centric:**
- **Fixed reward for the task**: The rewards for the spatial tasks are fixed, and the worker, who performs the task, receives the same amount irrespective of her costs involved, and she does not have any say in it [25].
- **Dynamic reward for the task**: The rewards for the spatial tasks are dynamic, and the worker who performs the task receives the amount depending on the quality of service provided and the costs involved [78].
- **Fixed Budget for Time Periods**: The SC-server assigns a fixed budget for each time period, where the maximum number of workers should be selected in that time period with the budget [103, 113].
- **Dynamic Budget for Time Periods**: The SC-server assigns a fixed budget for the entire campaign, where the workers are selected wisely to allocate the total budget to the different time periods of the campaign [103, 113].

- **User-centric**:
  - **Reward expected by the worker** The worker has the option to set the amount she would like to receive for performing tasks. This value could be dynamic, and that could be updated with the task enquiries sent by the worker to the SC-server [27, 124].

However, the support for the reward models mentioned above is dependent on the type of task publishing mode chosen. For instance, with the WST task publishing mode, *user-centric* reward models are not viable, as the SC-server lacks knowledge regarding the worker requirements. Although, workers can apply a filter to select tasks with a minimum reward from the set of available tasks. Moreover, the WST mode is not efficient for *platform-centric* reward models, as there is little control on screening the workers, apart from conducting qualification tests and post-processing the outcome delivered by the workers and assessing the quality to reward appropriately [2, 14, 92].

On the other hand, the SAT task publishing mode supports both the *platform-centric* and *user-centric* reward models. As the server chooses the worker that can work on the spatial tasks, the incentives could be managed according to the different constraints of the task and the worker. The truthfulness of the worker’s costs could be analyzed, and the payments could be calculated [35], especially in the cases of complex tasks where a budget is provided for the entire complex task, that should be divided among the sub-tasks. The general assumption is that the worker would try to maximize her benefit by competing with her peers. Therefore in order to be truthful, the workers should specify their cost independent of the other workers costs [126].

The reward models in the SC literature are primarily of *platform-centric* nature, corresponding to the SAT task publishing mode. Consequently, the SC applications tend to focus on benefitting the SC-server. However, the optimization goals could be altered to benefit the SC-server or the workers. For example, the optimization problem proposed in [27] minimizes the rewards expended by the SC-server, thereby benefitting the SC-server. On the contrary, the optimization problem proposed in [111], focuses on benefitting the worker by maximizing the rewards received by the worker. Although, it assumes that the SC will benefit from the fees it earns on successfully assigned tasks. [48] proposes a pricing mechanism based on bargaining theory, to help both the SC-server and the workers to determine the rewards associated with the tasks. The reward of the tasks are dependent on the cost incurred by the workers to perform the task and the number of available workers. A higher number of available workers would result in lower rewards for tasks. Similarly, [19] utilizes the geo-social relationships to develop a diversity-driven and socially aware reward mechanism to improve the value of information by improving diversity among the recruited workers. [127] utilizes the fog platform [77] to identify the most valuable workers by harnessing their historical records. A budget constrained worker selection model is proposed that focus on learning about the workers skill and effort. Table 5 showcases the relationship between the different constraints.
9 PRIVACY PROTECTION

9.1 Introduction
In most cases, the worker is required to disclose her location information to the third-party SC-server for task assignment or response verification regarding the visit to the task location. However, this shared location information is highly sensitive and susceptible to privacy attacks from adversaries like a potentially untrustworthy SC-server, leading to privacy concerns from workers. Similarly, a task location published online or shared by many workers would result in a privacy breach. With the knowledge of workers’ location information, the adversaries can infer the sensitive data of workers like their health information based on the visits to specific hospitals, religious preferences based on the visits to temple/mosque, lifestyle preferences based on their visits to different leisure places. Even in some cases, where the worker uses a fake identity, the location information could still be used to identify the movement patterns of the worker revealing details like the worker’s home and workplaces [52], which in turn can be used to reveal her identity.

The privacy concerns of the workers should be addressed by ensuring the location privacy is not violated by the SC system. Otherwise, the workers may refuse to participate in the SC process resulting in failure of SC. Therefore, workers’ and tasks’ location information should be protected while publishing tasks in different modes.

In the case of WST task publishing mode, the worker does not share her identity and location. However, she is still vulnerable to privacy risk during the task completion and reporting phases. For instance, the worker needs to travel to the task’s location during a particular time period to perform the task. With this knowledge, a potential adversary can stalk the workers by creating fake tasks. For example, in [118], the adversaries generated fake accidents to stalk users. Pseudonymity techniques [96] or exchange-based techniques [130] are used as countermeasures to disassociate one’s identity with the uploaded data or to increase uncertainty by merging location information of different workers.

Most of the works related to privacy preservation focus on the SAT publishing mode, as all the workers share their location information with the SC-server for task assignment. Cloaking [60, 87], differential privacy-based [104, 105, 131], and encryption-based [95, 96, 137] techniques are used to protect location privacy of the workers during task assignment. As the name suggests, encryption-based approaches hide the identity and location of workers through encryption. For instance, [95] proposed a secure task assignment strategy to protect privacy in the SAT task publishing mode.

9.2 Cloaking Techniques
With the use of cloaking techniques, the workers’ locations are hidden in cloaked regions. The most used form of cloaking in the SC literature is spatial k-anonymity that generates a cloaked region for each worker containing k – 1 other workers. In [60], a privacy framework named PiRi (Partial-inclusivity and Range independence) is proposed that preserves privacy during task assignment. The framework assumes that the workers trust each other and do not reveal sensitive information about each other. It considers the SC-server as an adversary and workers cannot share their locations. The worker cloaks her location with k – 1 nearest peers and sends the range queries that are again cloaked among k – 1 peers to avoid range dependency leaks. The range queries are formed utilizing the maximum radius among all the k peers inside the cloaked region. The framework tries to minimize the number of queries submitted to the SC-server to avoid all-inclusivity leaks. No constraints are considered in this framework.

G-STAC (Global optimization - Spatial Task Assignment with Cloaked locations) and L-STAC (Local optimization - Spatial Task Assignment with Cloaked locations) methods proposed in [87]
consider the maximum travel distance of the worker (spatial constraint) while preserving privacy using spatial k-anonymity techniques. Privacy guarantee of k-anonymity based techniques depends upon the specified $k$ value. Choosing an appropriate $k$ value could be difficult as the frequency of workers’ visits is not considered. Consequently, the likelihood of an attack on the worker with the most number of visits to a location would be higher. Moreover, $k$-anonymity based techniques are prone to homogeneity attacks [79] when all the $k$ workers are present at the same location.

### 9.3 Differential Privacy-based Techniques

Differential Privacy-based techniques refer to distortion of the original location information of the workers by addition of artificial noise. Differential Privacy (DP) [33] addresses participant concerns regarding the leakage of personal information. DP ensures that the released results would not be affected even if the participant removes her data from the input data set. Therefore, an adversary cannot guess whether a participant has participated in the database or not. It would be difficult for an adversary, even with prior knowledge, to infer the data about an individual from the DP’s published sanitized data. DP is the most used strategy to protect workers’ locations during task assignment [104–106, 131], that addresses the above-mentioned issues of cloaking techniques like $k$-anonymity based techniques are prone to homogeneity attacks and privacy guarantee dependency on $k$ value.

[105] proposes a DP-based privacy framework for SC that performs privacy-aware spatial task assignment. The workers do not trust the SC-server to share their location and identity information. However, they will share their locations to the trusted Cellular Service Provider (CSP). CSP collects the locations and releases a private spatial decomposition (PSD) according to the privacy budget $\epsilon$, that was agreed upon by the workers. The CSP can disclose the location information according to the terms agreed with the subscribed workers. The SC-server receives tasks and accesses the PSD to construct a geocast region (GR) that contains sufficient workers such that the queried task is accepted with high probability. The SC-server initiates a geocast communication [84] process to disseminate task $t$ to the workers in the GR. In this case, the SC-server is not allowed to directly establish a contact with the workers inside the GR as it would result in identifying whether a contacted worker is real or fake. Therefore, the communication could be either done through CSP for all the workers or the CSP contacts one of the workers present in the GR and the message would be conveyed on a hop-by-hop basis to the remaining workers in the GR.

Considering privacy concerns complicates the task assignment scenario and reduces the effectiveness and efficiency of the assignment strategies. As the PSD contains false data, there might be scenarios where the geocast region does not contain any workers, and the task has been again queried against the PSD resulting in significant overhead.

The techniques proposed in [105, 131] are based on the scenario where the worker’s location does not change; however, in often cases the worker location changes based on her dynamic movement. To enquire the latest location of the workers, SC-server has to request a new PSD release to perform task assignment. However, disclosing multiple versions of the sanitised PSD would be vulnerable to attacks. Conversely, if the PSD increases the noise on every subsequent release, then the data could become potentially useless as SC-server would continuously request for the latest PSD release. [104] tackled this problem by investigating privacy budget allocation techniques across consecutive PSD releases.

The previous studies utilizing the DP-based privacy-preserving task assignment frameworks assume a trusted entity to sanitize the location data [105, 131]. As there is no explicit trust relationship between any two parties in SC, a broader privacy setting where all SC parties are curious, i.e., they learn as much as possible about the inputs, but not malicious would be more appropriate.

[108] proposes a three-stage privacy-aware framework, SCGuard, that protects workers and tasks
locations without assuming any trusted entity. In the first stage, the SC-server selects a set of potential candidate workers for a given task based on the proximity (calculated based on the perturbed locations), and forwards them to the requester. In the second stage, the requester identifies the most reachable worker from the given set of workers sent by the SC-server and sends the task location to the identified worker. In the third and final stage, the selected worker would accept or reject the received task based on the task’s location, i.e., whether the task lies inside the preferred region of the worker. The SCGuard framework assumes a semi-honest adversary model. However, in real-world scenarios this model might not hold as the requesters intent can be malicious, for example, requesters can fake tasks to estimate the workers’ locations. Similarly, this approach focuses on the task assignment at a single time instance instead of considering the dynamic nature of workers and tasks. Furthermore, this work assumes that the spatial task does not require multiple workers for completing the task. However, there are many types of tasks that require responses from multiple workers to ensure quality, for instance, reporting the traffic at a road junction.

### 9.4 Encryption Techniques

Encryption techniques refer to encoding the location information of the workers and tasks so that it can be decoded only by authorized entities with a decryption key. [96] proposes an encryption-based approach to protect workers, identity and location. The Task service utilizes onion encryption to hide the worker’s identity and location through the *anonymizing network*, Tor\(^9\). Though the approach is designed to ensure workers’ anonymity, there is a possibility for attacks like end-to-end timing correlation attack, as Tor does not try to protect against an attacker with access to the incoming and outgoing traffic of the Tor network. The Task Service can perform a timing attack on the worker’s location by linking multiple task requests. To prevent such attacks, the workers connect to Task Service at random intervals.

In [96], the authors have only focused on the WST mode, where the server has very little control over the task assignment. [95] proposes an encryption-based task assignment approach to protect workers’ location privacy in the SAT mode. The proposed privacy framework utilizes a semi-honest third party - *Privacy Service Provider* (PSP) and collects encrypted data from workers along with the encrypted location information. The SC-server performs the worker-task matching by communicating with the PSP in the encrypted domain. The worker close to the task and with a high degree of interest to the task would be chosen. The framework is not relying on a trusted third party as in the case of [105] and is robust to semi-honest adversaries. However, the semi-honest adversary model may not always hold in the real-world scenarios due to its limited privacy protection, as the SC-server and PSP might not follow the specific protocol or the requesters can be malicious.

Similarly, in [75], the locations of workers and tasks are protected by homomorphic encryption. This encryption-based task assignment approach utilizes the worker-task distances computed from the encrypted data. After assignment, the workers receive the encrypted task locations and decrypt them to obtain the exact locations. However, as with all the encryption-based approaches, the overhead computation cost is high when compared to cloaking and DP-based techniques. To improve the overhead computation cost, [74] proposed a strategy to eliminate some complex operations to achieve privacy protection with acceptable overheads. [74] combines partially homomorphic encryption schemes to efficiently perform complex task assignment operations with encryption data.

\(^9\)http://www.torproject.org/
9.5 Impact on different constraints

While protecting the worker and task location privacy, the SC-server loses the ability to gain knowledge about individual workers for making better task assignments through a learning and optimization process. However, some of the constraints like travel budgets [87] and rewards [130, 131] could be incorporated while assigning tasks to workers (see Table 6). It can be observed that there is very little literature available in SC that combines quality constraints and privacy protection approaches. This is because it is very difficult to assure a certain level of quality from the task outcomes, due to the lack of information about the workers. The approaches to privacy protection and task’s quality constraints are negatively impacted by each other as privacy-protected SC might hinder the quality assessment of the individual responses and vice versa. For example, if a task requires a worker with a minimum reputation score and certain skills to be assigned, then the SC-server should be able to know the lower bounds of individual workers’ reputation scores and their skillset. However, in a privacy-enabled setting, the SC-server does not possess the knowledge of individual workers needed to assure the requester that the task is assigned satisfying the quality constraints. For example, in [137] the SC-server in the cloud broadcasts the requested task to all the workers, as the workers’ information is encrypted, thus reducing the control exerted by the SC-server to assure a certain level of quality.

However, [123] proposes a Secure User Recruitment (SUR) protocol to assure a certain level of quality while protecting the workers’ privacy. SUR does not depend on encryption/decryption operations or any other trusted third-party servers. SUR is based on a secret sharing scheme between the different workers. The recruitment decision lies with the workers as the computations are performed at the worker’s end. This method incurs a huge computation and communication cost between the workers during the computation process. Furthermore, the SC-server has to broadcast the tasks for all the workers, who would then jointly perform the recruitment.

9.6 Protecting Task and Requesters’ Location Privacy

The majority of the current SC literature focuses on protecting the workers’ location privacy. However, it ignores the need to protect the task and the requester’s location privacy. With task locations being public, there is a privacy risk as the task locations can indirectly reveal the requesters’ location. For example, if a requester is posting tasks in the same area, then chances are that the requester’s home or workplace would be located in the same area. In [74, 75] the tasks’ and requesters’ locations are protected through an encryption-based privacy preserving framework. Similarly, [108] protects tasks’ and requesters’ location privacy through perturbation-based privacy preserving framework.

10 TRUTH DISCOVERY AND CROWDSOURCED DATA AGGREGATION

10.1 Introduction

Truth discovery [43, 72] in SC involves identifying trustworthy information from the responses received from the workers. Truth discovery is relevant when a task is performed by multiple workers, wherein every worker provides uniform answers or conflicting answers. For example, if the task involves identifying the crowd situation in a restaurant at a particular time, there is a high likelihood of receiving differing answers from the workers. The worker might intentionally provide a wrong answer to complete the tasks for earning rewards, or to accumulate points. Sometimes,
the differing answers could be unintentional, like the worker has answered about the crowd situation at a different time of the day, which is not relevant to a task. Similarly, some of the spatial tasks are of qualitative nature and require subjective responses. As subjective responses are dependent on the perception of the workers, all of the workers might be answering correctly according to their background. For instance, the task of labelling the crowd at a supermarket might evoke different responses which are all “correct” in the minds of the workers. The workers from a village background might find the supermarket to be crowded, whereas the workers from a city background might classify it as normal. In such cases, identifying the truthful outcome is of utmost importance. All the responses from the workers are aggregated into a single value before relaying the information to the task requester. There are numerous methods in CC to model the worker’s reliability and the quality of the aggregated value of the collected task responses \[53,90\]. Some of the methods are non-iterative in nature like Majority Voting \[65\], Honeypot \[68\], and Expert Label Injected Crowd Estimation (ELICE) \[63\]. Other methods are of iterative nature like Expectation Maximization \[54\], Generative Model of Labels, Abilities, and Difficulties (GLAD) \[120\], Supervised Learning from Multiple Experts (SLME) \[89\], and Iterative Learning (ITER) \[57\].

10.2 Non-Iterative Aggregation

The non-iterative aggregation techniques compute a single aggregated value for each question utilizing heuristics like the most common answer. In this section, we will discuss three common non-iterative aggregation techniques, namely Majority Voting, Honeypot and ELICE.

**Majority Voting**: Majority Voting aggregates to the most recurring specific value among the crowdsourced responses \[65\]. This aggregation technique does not have any preprocessing involved and does not consider the workers’ expertise. Therefore, in the case of potential spammers, the technique might produce an incorrect outcome.

**Honeypot**: Honeypot aggregation technique is similar to Majority Voting, with an additional preprocessing step for detecting fraudulent workers \[68\]. A set of questions with known answers is randomly merged into the original question set to set up a trap for cheaters. The workers who fail to answer a predetermined number of the added questions (with known answers) will be considered as frauds and removed from the worker set. The probability of each possible value will then be computed with the remaining workers based on the Majority Voting technique. However, the success of this technique depends on the set of questions with known answers. In cases, where such questions are not available or if the answers to questions are of a subjective nature, then there is a chance for incorrectly identifying the frauds.

**Expert Label Injected Crowd Estimation (ELICE)**: ELICE is similar to Honeypot, except that the question set with known answers would also be used to estimate the expertise level of each worker and the difficulty level of each question \[63\]. As each answer is weighted by worker expertise and question difficulty, it performs better than the Majority Voting and Honeypot. However, it has the similar disadvantages as Honeypot, with success dependent on the question set with known answers.

10.3 Iterative Aggregation

The iterative aggregation techniques consist of a sequence of iterations, that computes probabilities of answers for each question in each iteration until convergence \[54\]. In this technique, the set of questions with known answers are not required. In this section, we will consider the four iterative aggregation techniques: EM, GLAD, SLME, and ITER.

**Expectation Maximization (EM)**: The EM technique simultaneously estimates all the probabilities of answers for each question iteratively in two steps: expectation and maximization \[54\]. In the expectation step, the probabilities of answers for each question are estimated according to the
current estimates of their expertise. In the maximization step, this technique re-estimates the expertise of workers based on the current probability of the answer for each question. The process will stop after the probabilities of answers for each question are unchanged in subsequent iterations. Due to the possibility of numerous iterations for reaching convergence, cost of execution might be an issue. Furthermore, EM provides a locally optimal solution rather than a globally optimal one. [28] improves the EM method using pruning and search-based approach to provide a globally optimal solution.

**Generative Model of Labels, Abilities, and Difficulties (GLAD):** This technique is similar to EM, except that it estimates toughness of the question along with workers’ expertise [120] like the non-iterative aggregation technique ELICE [63]. The technique tries to address two special cases: a worker with higher expertise is more likely to answer a question correctly, and a question with higher difficulty has a lower probability of being answered correctly. The initial values of the worker expertise and question toughness impacts the performance of this technique.

**Supervised Learning from Multiple Experts (SLME):** This technique is similar to EM, however, instead of a confusion matrix, it characterizes the worker expertise by *sensitivity*, which is the ratio of positive answers that are correctly answered and *specificity*, which is the ratio of negative answers that are correctly answered. Due to the limitation of binary labeling for sensitivity and specificity, the SLME technique is incompatible with multiple labels.

**Iterative Learning (ITER):** This technique [57] is based on standard belief propagation. Similar to GLAD [120] and ELICE [63], ITER also estimates the toughness of the question and the worker expertise. However, unlike the other aggregation methods which assume the reliability of all answers provided by the worker as a single value, ITER computes the reliability for each answer separately. Similarly, for each worker, the toughness of a question is computed. The worker expertise is estimated as the sum of the reliability of her answers weighted by the toughness of answered questions. Unlike the other aggregation techniques, the initial values of answer reliability and question toughness do not impact the performance of ITER.

### 10.4 Truth Discovery in Spatial Crowdsourcing

However, the current literature in CC do not consider the spatial attributes of the workers and the tasks. They are not effective when both the worker’s reliability and her mobility is uncertain. Moreover, there are other spatial attributes that should be considered for truth discovery, like distance to the task from the worker’s location [50], task location popularity/influence, location visit tendencies [85]. [50] proposed a probabilistic graphical model for truth inference in crowdsourced POI labelling. The inference model utilizes the location data of the workers and the POIs, along with the POI location influence, and the worker’s reliability. The estimated worker reliability and the POI influence would be utilized by the task assignment module to recommend relevant POIs to workers while ensuring quality. Based on the responses collected from the assigned tasks, the inference model will update the worker’s reliability information. However, this model does not require the workers to be physically present at the POIs in order to label them. Furthermore, it does not consider the worker’s individual visit information to the POI locations to ascertain the trustworthiness of the worker.

The model proposed in [50] requires continuous tracking of the location of the worker, which could lead to a privacy issue. To address this, [85] proposed a probabilistic graphical model, Truth Finder for Spatial Events (TSE), that does not require continuous location tracking of the workers, it instead considers location popularity and the individual worker historic visit indicators to the locations of tasks, in addition to the worker’s reliability. However, estimating location popularity does not resolve the issue whether an individual worker would visit that location or not. Hence, an improved model, Personalised Truth Finder for Spatial Events (PTSE), based on personal location
visit tendencies of workers is proposed. Similar to [85], [45] has proposed a truth inference algorithm based on the Bayesian estimation model. This model considers the state of the event or task at different time instants based on the received worker responses.

11 APPLICATIONS

As discussed earlier, SC paradigm has the potential of solving many real-world problems like collecting motion traces from building inhabitants to construct floor-plans [3]. According to a survey conducted on crowdsourcing systems in 2011 by Yuen et al., [128], we can classify the crowdsourcing applications into the following four groups: Voting System, Information Sharing Systems, Game and Creative System. Inspired from this classification categories, we have grouped the SC applications into three broad categories based on the utilization of sensors, human knowledge, and human efforts: data collection, query answering, and personal service. Generally, the tasks involving quantifiable information falls under the data collection category and the ones involving qualitative information falls under the query answering category.

11.1 Data Collection

Data Collection refers to the process of gathering information from the different sensors of workers’ smartphones at particular locations, without utilizing the workers’ knowledge capabilities. Most of the applications belonging to this category are labelled with “mobile crowdsensing” instead of SC. To describe the data collection process, let us take an example of building indoor floor plans from the traces of movement by the workers with the help of their smartphones [3]. These motion traces based on the inertial sensors in the workers’ smartphones, which are collected and processed later to build accurate indoor floor plans. Similarly, there are applications to collect data about the public transport drivers’ routing behaviour to detect traffic anomalies [86]. A different version of the public transportation crowd-sourced routing algorithm is proposed in [24]. Furthermore, there are applications to collect the accelerometer data to detect the movement of vehicles in a parking lot to determine the parking availability [83].

Many SC applications concentrate on post-processing of the collected data, to improve the quality of the collected data or to generate meaningful data from the raw data. For example, in [3], the collected raw sensor data is processed to generate accurate motion traces of the users. Similarly, post-processing is employed to improve the geo-spatial linked open data ([56], [55]). Post-processing could be performed in real-time [8, 86] or after the completion of data collection phase [3]. The decision to choose a real-time post-processing option would be based on the objective of the SC application.

11.2 Query Answering

Query Answering is another class of SC application that involves harnessing the worker’s knowledge to answer a group of questions, related to a specific location or region. Unlike the case of data collection, the information gathering process is not just limited to collecting sensor data of workers’ smartphones. Query Answering also utilizes the worker’s skill and the ability for answering the queries/tasks. For example, CrowdHelp [8] utilizes query answering concept to improve emergency response for patients during a disaster. The system helps workers assess a patient’s physical condition and symptoms, through a series of queries. Similarly, high-quality maps are generated based on the inputs from the crowd [13].

The query answering applications can be further divided based on the type of queries answered. Some of the different types of queries are simple binary (Yes/No) queries, multiple options queries, tagging the images with relevant tags, categorizing different images, describing images, and classifying the type of a spatial feature [117].
Applications consider spatial constraints while collecting the answers from the workers. For example, the option of answering a query is only visible to the workers in the vicinity of the question’s geographical location [46]. Similarly, the answers collected are prioritized according to the proximity of the worker to the queries’ location. For instance, in [18], the priority was given to the answers provided by the identified local experts among the Twitter users.

11.3 Personal Service

Personal Service is another class of SC application that involves an additional human effort to perform the task, like pick-up and delivery of a package/groceries/food order[10], taxi calling and ride sharing[11], performing a task like painting/cleaning/lawn mowing[12]. The personal service applications have to consider the different spatio-temporal, budget and quality constraints for solving the task matching and task scheduling problems. For example, consider the Ubereats[10] application, involves collecting the food packages from the restaurant and delivery to the customers. The Ubereats SC application matches the food delivery tasks with the worker and plans the route for delivering them.

11.4 Example SC applications

In this section, we choose a representative set of applications, including Uber[11], TaskRabbit[12], and gMission[14], and discuss their features and relevance to SC.

**Uber:** is an (unlicensed) taxi calling and a peer-to-peer ride-sharing SC application, wherein passengers attempt to hire a taxi or share a ride. It belongs to the personal service class of SC applications. During the operation, Uber’s back-end server matches the service requesters and service providers, i.e., drivers, in accordance with their spatiotemporal proximity. For taxi-calling service, the server matches the passenger to the nearest available drivers, according to their selected taxi type. For carpooling services like UberPool ride-sharing service, the server matches the potential passengers, who are willing to share the ride to the nearest available driver according to the respective passengers’ and driver’s source and destination locations. The general optimization target is to improve the service delivery rate and the earnings of the service providers. The server considers constraints like the maximum number of trip requests per day for the driver, pick up time and vehicle choice of the passenger. In particular, constraints such as driver’s destinations are further added to ensure that the pickup locations of trip requests will not be far from the destination of the driver.

**TaskRabbit**[12]: is an online and mobile marketplace, wherein requesters can post tasks that can be performed by verified workers. It belongs to both the query answering and personal service class of SC applications. TaskRabbit services tasks like cleaning the apartment, picking up and delivering the groceries from the supermarket, researching for a party, handyman work. Based on the description of the task provided by the requester, TaskRabbit matches the tasks’ required skills with the workers’ specified skills within a neighborhood and provides a list of qualified workers for the requester to choose according to their hourly rates. For suggesting workers to the requester, TaskRabbit utilizes both the worker skills, that are verified through a vetting process and worker reputation, based on the feedback from the past tasks.

**gMission**[14]: is an open-sourced, general purpose SC application that supports a variety of spatial tasks. The application belongs to both the data collection and query answering classes of SC applications. gMission offers credits as an incentive for performing a task. For a newly registered

---

[10]www.ubereats.com
user to request for a task, one has to spend the credits earned through performing tasks. gMission uses $K$-nearest neighbors algorithm for task assignment, utilizes Majority Voting for response aggregation, and improves task workload distribution among workers through dynamic weights ascertained by previous assignments. However, gMission do not consider worker expertise/skill for assigning tasks to workers.

Recently, there is a massive surge in SC applications servicing different purposes. However, the majority of the current SC applications do not conform to the latest developments in SC literature for the deployment of more advanced applications. For instance, except for a few applications like Uber, the majority of existing SC applications do not recommend workers to move to a different place for more tasks, based on the historical information [129]. Also, general SC applications like gMission can improve the user participation by including an incentive mechanism such as monetary rewards for tasks with respect to the levels of workers’ expertise or reputation [27, 107]. Moreover, privacy concerns can be addressed for existing SC applications [37], e.g., gMission, so that the sensitive identity or location information is not leaked during the running of applications. Furthermore, scheduling mechanisms [73] can be incorporated in SC applications, such as gMission and TaskRabbit, for enhancing the task completion ratio, if the user participation ratio is high.

12 DISCUSSION

Although research is gaining momentum in SC, it is still in the nascent stage with a lot of open research issues. In this section, we will discuss the different challenges and limitations of existing research work. These challenges are related to task matching and scheduling problems, truth inference models, privacy issues, and the lack of real-world datasets.

12.1 Task Matching and Scheduling issues

The task matching and scheduling issues are related to the dynamic arrival of tasks and workers, the optimization goals, the immutability constraint, and the workers’ movement patterns.

The majority of the work done in SC does not account for the dynamic arrival of workers and tasks to the SC-server during the task assignment phase [15, 26, 61] or task scheduling phase [29]. They work on the assumption that the SC-server possesses the complete knowledge of the inputs sets of tasks and workers. This renders their solutions inefficient in dynamic real-time environments. Recently, some solutions were proposed to address the task matching problems in online scenarios like [47, 103, 113], however, only tasks are considered to be dynamic. In [111], the authors proposed a solution to factor the dynamic nature of both workers and tasks arrival. However, [111] does not provide support for constraints like quality and privacy.

The current task matching approaches do not consider the “workplaces” [97] aspect of SC. For instance, InterestingSport\(^{13}\) is a SC application that helps users to find suitable trainers and book sport facilities in real-time. Therefore, in addition to checking the availabilities of the users and trainers, the SC-server has to take into account the availability of the sport facilities. [97] formulates a Trichromatic online matching in real time SC (TOM) problem that considers workplaces along with the tasks and the workers during the assignment. The “workplaces” extension could be easily accommodated in the existing worker-task matching framework by utilizing the “workplaces” information as additional constraints to the worker-task matching problem. However, further analysis should be done to ascertain the impact this additional constraint has on existing constraints like privacy, budget and quality.

\(^{13}\)“InterestingSport,” http://www.quyundong.com/
Similarly, [73] proposes solutions to schedule dynamically arriving tasks to a single static worker. There is a lack of research for scheduling dynamically arriving tasks for multiple workers. [30] tries to address this issue by considering a predicted set of tasks and worker. An iterative strategy is proposed for sequentially assigning a set of tasks to workers and scheduling the assigned tasks to each worker. However, this strategy does not consider the compatibility of a task to the worker’s schedule before assignment, thereby resulting in an overhead of re-assigning the unscheduled task to a different worker.

The optimization goals for the different task matching problems in the SC-literature are focused on benefitting either the worker or the task. If the SC-server assigns tasks to workers based on the preferences of tasks, then it would benefit the tasks. For example, assigning tasks to workers that have a minimum reputation [62] or a given set of skills [107]. Similarly, if the SC-server assigns tasks to workers based on their preferences, it would benefit the workers. For example, if the SC-server tries to maximize the reward received by workers [27]. Benefitting either the tasks or the workers would result in inefficient assignment for the other. For example, the workers may fail to find tasks that they would like to perform and the SC-server may fail to find workers that provide better quality responses. Therefore, to address this dilemma, it would be beneficial if both the workers and tasks preferences are taken into account in the task assignment scheme.

Almost all the solutions proposed to solve the task matching problems follows the rule of immutability for task assignments, i.e., when a task is assigned to a worker, it cannot be revoked. The immutability constraint is introduced to prune the search space by removing the assigned tasks. Although this constraint reduces the search space, there are cases where this rule might not be beneficial. Some of these cases are the online scenarios with the objectives of improving task acceptance rate and quality of task responses. For example, a new task with better utility/reward or a new worker with better reputation/skill might be available after assignment. Therefore, revoking the immutability constraint on task assignments would help in re-assignment of tasks to improve the reward/utility received, leading to a higher task acceptance. Furthermore, the overall quality of task responses by the workers would be improved.

Furthermore, workers tend to accept tasks close to their commute. Therefore, considering the workers’ movement patterns while assigning tasks [12] would improve the task acceptance rate. However, there are a lot of open issues regarding the utilization of the workers’ movement patterns for task assignment. For instance, the worker route is not dynamically updated, even if there is a better task available with higher utility, i.e., less travel cost and higher pay. Similarly, with the existing strategies, there is a possibility that some workers monopolize the task assignments with their willingness to travel long distances, resulting in the reduction of worker diversity.

12.2 Privacy Issues
Privacy concerns are one of the most fundamental problems of the worker. Although some literature in SC addressed this issue (as discussed in Section 9), there are a lot of open issues that need to be addressed. Privacy concerns are fuelled by the workers’ lack of trust on the third party SC-server. To address this, some solutions utilize the concept of differential privacy to get the workers aggregated data from worker-trusted cellular service providers [105], to anonymize workers from the SC-server. However, the SC-server would still have the knowledge of the task locations and the time interval during which the assigned worker would visit the task location, resulting in a serious privacy breach. Furthermore, by anonymizing the worker to the SC-server, the support for individual spatial constraints and quality constraints is hindered with the existing strategies. Although [123] deals with the privacy-enabled quality assurance problem, it do not consider the differing requirements of the tasks and the differing spatial constraints of the workers. Furthermore, the worker’s reliability scores cannot be updated based on the success/failure of the assigned tasks in [123].
12.3 Truth Inference Models

In the existing truth inference models of SC, it is difficult to infer truth while considering worker’s location privacy. For example, this is the case in location obfuscation, wherein the location of the worker is generalized to protect the exact location of the worker. In such cases, the existing truth inference models \[85\] simply ignore the workers with obfuscated locations. However, considering the importance of individual workers’ location privacy, new models are needed to deal with these issues.

Similarly, the current truth inference models of SC assumes that the workers respond independently of each other, i.e., there would not be any copying or sharing of answers among the workers. However, in reality, there could be a case of copying among the workers, that could result in improper estimation of worker reliability, thereby affecting the quality of the task responses. Therefore, copy-detection methods are needed while inferring truth from the worker responses \[31\]. To prevent collusion between workers, it is important to quantify the probability that the workers collude with each other based on the quality of their responses to better assign the tasks. For example, in CC literature, \[101\] has proposed a three-step based \(\theta\)-secure task assignment approach for task assignment avoiding collusion between workers. Similar approaches are needed in SC considering the spatial characteristics of workers and tasks. Furthermore, new approaches should be proposed similar to \[28\] for providing a global optimal solution in estimating the task ground truth and worker expertise in SC.

12.4 Lack of real world datasets

The primary challenge faced by all the solutions proposed in the SC literature is to evaluate the strategies based on real-world datasets. Due to the lack of publicly available real-world datasets, SC algorithms are evaluated utilizing synthetic datasets, that are generated based on different distribution functions. Some SC works utilize few real-world datasets related to location-based social networks like Gowalla\[14\] and Bright-kite\[15\], where users can check-in to different points of interest in their vicinity. These location-based social networks datasets are adapted to the SC scenario by assuming the check-in spots as task locations, users as workers and a user checking into a spot is considered as accepting the task \[61, 134\]. To et al. \[102\], advanced this strategy to generate synthetic SC datasets with realistic spatiotemporal properties and constraints adapted from geosocial datasets like Gowalla and Yelp\[16\]. The advantage with these datasets is that they exhibit the workers nature of preferring to perform nearby tasks. However, there might be different geosocial phenomena in SC that are not observed with either synthetic or adapted datasets. There is a need to design a SC platform to collect real-world data for researchers to advance the research in SC.

12.5 Lacking User Participation

For an SC application to be successful, it should be able to attract many task requesters and workers. Most of the existing applications are based on voluntary participation, and as performing tasks involve spending time, effort and resources such as smartphone’s memory and battery, it is difficult to attract workers without offering rewards. Moreover, with the privacy concerns, the users might not be willing to participate in the SC application. To motivate users to participate in SC, incentive mechanisms are developed that involve monetary rewards \[27, 48, 67\] and virtual credits \[14, 66\]. Though incentive mechanisms have a positive impact on improving the user participation, it is still...
limited to the users who are aware of the SC paradigm. To harness the true potential of SC, new methods should be developed to enable the general public to become aware of the SC application and to convince them to participate in SC applications.

13 FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS
In this section, we provide some of the potential research directions in SC, based on the discussion in Section 12.

Improving Task Assignment Protocols in Online Scenarios:
As discussed in Section 12, task assignment protocols should be improved to tackle the uncertainty of the dynamic real-time SC environment. Although, different solutions like [111] are proposed to address this, further research needs to be performed for improving the efficiency and for ascertaining the impact on different constraints like quality and privacy. In particular, strategies should be proposed to perform task assignment in an online scenario with privacy-enabled SC.

Furthermore, as discussed in Section 12, the existing task assignment strategies are restricted by the immutability constraint on task assignments. However, in uncertain online scenarios, it would be beneficial to revoke this constraint and check for all the suitable tasks and workers. There would be drawbacks for revoking the immutability constraint, like the revoked task might not find a suitable worker afterwards and could remain unassigned or expire before being assigned, the worker might have started the travel to the current task location, wherein changing the assignment would cause confusion and dissatisfaction. However, if the workers and SC-server has a prior agreement regarding the potential change in assignments and a set of pre-requisites are agreed upon, like a threshold time for updating tasks, then the immutability constraint could be beneficial and practical. Correspondingly, strategies should be proposed allowing the update of assigned tasks based on the available tasks and workers respecting the different constraints like deadlines and required expertise.

Assignment Protocols that Benefit Both Workers and Tasks:
As discussed in Section 12, the existing task matching protocols either attempt to assign tasks to workers based on workers' preferences or tasks preferences. Optimizing the benefits for both the tasks and the workers would improve the success of the assignment protocol. A new assignment strategy could be proposed by adapting the solution proposed in the CC literature [136] with spatiotemporal context. Zheng et al. [136] has proposed a task assignment framework in CC, called Task Assignment with Mutual Benefit Awareness (TAMBA), to offer mutual benefit to workers and tasks, based on their preferences extracted from the historical data. Similarly, [5] have proposed an auction-based framework, Auction-SC, that would benefit both workers and the SC-server by allowing workers to bid on the arriving tasks.

Integration of task publishing modes:
There is a need for an effective framework that combines both task publishing modes (WST and SAT), to provide effective solutions for improving the efficiency of SC and the task acceptance rate. For instance, the workers can select their preferred tasks via WST mode. The case where multiple workers are opting for the same task, the SC-server can employ the SAT mode to resolve the conflict.

Privacy-enabled Truth Inference Models:
The current truth inference models in SC, can avoid real-time location tracking of the workers and exploit the historical information for inferring truth and to worker reliability models. However, in a privacy-protected SC, the individual worker locations would be unknown to the SC-server, which the current inference models cannot support. Therefore, new truth inference models should be proposed for the different location privacy models to ensure quality to the task requester. Furthermore, new techniques are needed to process complex textual or multimedia information to
assess the trustworthiness of the responses [90].

Quality Assurance-Privacy Preservation Trade off:
As discussed in Section 9.1, privacy preservation and quality assurance negatively affect each other as privacy-protected SC might hinder the quality of the responses and vice versa, especially in the case of single response tasks with differing requirements. Therefore, a trade-off mechanism is needed to balance the privacy requirements of workers and quality constraints of tasks set by requesters. For instance, with some cloaking techniques like k-anonymity and quality constraint information like reliability and expertise skill set can be aggregated on the client side of the workers. An aggregate query of k workers can be sent to SC-server along with the cloaked region and quality constraints information for task assignment. Furthermore, the location information of tasks should also be protected from the SC-server along with the worker information to avoid privacy breach.

Harnessing Worker Movement Patterns:
Mining workers’ movement patterns would help us in predicting workers’ movement behavior and her availability for performing tasks. The predicted information about workers’ movement would allow the SC-server to know about the workers’ arrival order, thereby reducing the uncertainty in the online task assignment scenario. The outcome of such assignments would be the trajectory of the worker containing the assigned tasks. Furthermore, an additional constraint like the order of the tasks, should be considered during task assignment, if there exists a sequential dependency between the tasks, i.e., task $t_A$ should be performed after task $t_B$. In [119], a worker mobility prediction model was proposed to align the workers mobility with spatial task requirements for task assignment.

Improving User Participation in SC:
As discussed in Section 12, there is a need to devise better strategies to attract users to improve the participation in SC applications. The existing strategies like incentive mechanisms are useful to an extent. However, they are still limited to the userbase familiar with SC. The new strategies should expand the reach of the SC applications to users who are not so familiar with SC as well.

Harnessing Geo-Social Network Information:
Current SC literature contains little work considering the geosocial relationships between the workers that could be helpful in enriching the worker’s profile. Location influence [93] of workers can be utilized to provide a partial ranking to workers in team-oriented task planning [42]. Resulting partial ranking, SC-server can select the leaders for the teams. Furthermore, location influence concept can be used in allocating rewards to the workers in a dynamic budget reward model. workers with the highest location influence ranking would be attracted to perform the task by offering higher reward. By attracting the highly ranked location influencers, their followers are attracted to the task location. Thus, increasing the worker diversity of the location and improving the chances for a task to be assigned in the neighborhood.

14 SUMMARY
In this survey, we reviewed the existing literature related to SC from a technical perspective. We distinguished different topics in the research and proposed our taxonomy to organize them. We noticed that the architecture of SC adapts the structure of CC to serve spatiotemporal interests. Furthermore, we observed that the majority of the existing work focuses on task matching along with varying constraints since the SC-server exerts more control on the task matching proceedings. Similarly, we observed a significant density of research focusing on offline scenarios. Our comparison study revealed the shortcomings of the different strategies and identified relationships between the various constraints of SC. The quality constraints are found to be negatively impacted by the privacy protection approaches and positively correlated with the budget constraints. The identified shortcomings and challenges are related to the task assignment in online scenarios, the dynamic
movement of workers, the privacy-quality trade-off, and the geosocial relationships. We suggest future work to address these challenges and advance the application spectrum of SC.
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